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COMMENT

THE BATTLE OF THE
LIGHTING
t there be light! But which one,
ask many as different types of
t chnologies try to battle it out in
the homes and minds of people.
There are quite a few types of lighting
technologies available at present. The
incandescent light bulb is one of them.
However, the old incandescent bulb is just
that- old! It is old technology (actually
very old technology, considering how
things have moved on in other
technology fields) and it seems to be a
waste of energy and therefore money,
even though it arguably offers the best
quality of light.
Then there are the tungsten and
halogen bulbs, which have been found
not to have a "place at the energyefficiency table" , and high wattage bulbs
are gradually being phased out.
Shall I mention the compact fluorescent
bu lb (CFL), which has prompted so many
of our readers to write to us recently?
Sadly, the CFL is not favoured by many
due partly to its inefficiencies, as well as
poor lighting quality and the fad that
many people seem not to like them .
Then, there are the LEDs. Although
LEDs are commonly found in backlighting
applications in handheld battery-powered
devices, they are now set to move into
the field of general-purpose lighting. To
date, LEDs have predominantly occupied
small display backlighting; these
applications represent some 50% of the
total LED driver market. This is now set to
change as this application has matured
and does not have significant future
compound annual growth rate (CAGR).
The three largest market segments with
growth rates far greater than that of the
handheld backlighting market segment
for LED lighting applications are
automotive headlamp illumination,

L
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followed by large LCD TV and, finally,
general-purpose lighting.
Year 2007 has been named the
"pivotal year" for the adoption of LEDs
into what will become a mainstream
business for many analogue IC suppliers.
So, the future for LEDs looks bright.
But, there are those who'd say that this
technology's adoption will not go without
major snags. Among these are major
manufacturers' investments into other
technologies. John Allard, technical
director at Gloucestershire-based LED
lighting company Green led says: "Major
manufacturers have invested a great deal
into developing the CFL and, up until
now, it has suited them to ignore the
problems they bring. They are able to
produce CFLs cheaply thanks to
continued government subsidies, so
they're not offering consumers a viable
alternative technology, which offers the
same quality of light as the incandescent
bulb, is energy-efficient and
environmentally sou nd. "
So, which type of light is going to win
the day? Despite so much lighting being
talked about, I, for one, cannot see clearly
just yet.
Svetlana Josifovska
Editor

Check out Electronics World's new
website by clicking on
www.electronicsworld.co.uk
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WiMAX could ruin satellite
communications, study warns
National governments worldwide
have been urged to refrain from
allocating spectrum to WiMAX
applications in the 3.4GHz to 4.2GHz
frequency band after a new study
has reported major interference
39°N
problems with existing satellite
systems.
The 3.4GHz to 4.2GHz band is
widely used in many countries for Cband satellite communications and
plays a critical role in remote and
tropical regions to provide universal
access, disaster recovery and
television services. Unlike the small
dishes used for residential satellite
TV reception, the much larger Cband earth stations are designed to
receive a very low-power signal,
which makes them extremely
sensitive to interference.
Worried by the proliferation of
nations considering and, in some
cases, already authorising the use of
this band for WiMAX and other
wireless broadband applications, a
study was commissioned by the
Global VSAT Forum, the WiMAX
Forum and the Satellite Users
38°N
Interference Reduction Group.
To measure the interference levels
78°W
generated by fixed WiMAX base
stations into a fixed satellite service (FSS) earth station, a
WiMAX antenna was mounted on top of a water tower at a
height of approximately SOm. Then, an FSS antenna was
positioned at various angles and several different locations in
a radius of up to 12km from the WiMAX base station .
The tests, carried out in Southern Maryland and Northern
Virginia in the US, showed that the WiMAX transmit signal
could cause significant problems to a dig ital signal well in
excess of 12km away. At 12km, a baseline video signal that
was transmitted by a C-band SES satellite was fully
operational with the WiMAX carrier centred on the video
carrier. However, the data BER (bit error rate) was degraded
from a nominal 10-8 to a BER of 10-4, which the report says
is an unacceptable quality of service in the digital
telecommunications industry.
Subsequent calculations based on the measured data and
scaling with International Telecommunication Union criteria
for WiMAX output power and additional path loss led the
scientists to conclude that FSS antennas and WiMAX systems
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77°W
A grid of points was set up at 2.5km intervals over an area of
200 x 200km with the WiMAX base station at the centre. The
value of path loss was computed between the base station and
each point. The resulting locus is shown in this graph. For fixed
satellite service earth stations sited outside the contour the
long-term protection criterion would be met, but it would not
be met for earth stations inside the contour
should not co-exist in distances ranging from 50km to over
200km depend ing on local terrain and WiMAX output levels.
Interference from broadband w ireless access services have
been reported in many parts of the world where
governments have opened portions of the C-band for
WiMAX use, including Australia, Bolivia, Fiji, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Pakistan, Kazakhstan and Sub-Saharan African
nations. "Other national administrations can, and should,
avoid repeating this costly mistake," the report aut hors
urged.
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Strained Compound
Semiconductors
Should Improve on
Silicon Speed

Collaborative work between
Glasgow University in Scotland and
the Semiconductor Research
Corporation (SRC) in the US aims to
identify the best p-channel material
to minimise device feature sizes. It
is expected that the size of MOSFET
gate lengths will be reduced to
some 8nm .
Research on compound
semiconductor materials at the
university shows promise that it will
enab le faster silicon devices to be
produced and is expected to
advance the previous projections of
the roadmap in mini aturisation by
four to six years .
Compound semiconductor
materials, such as indium gallium
arsenide, are expected to be strong
competitors with silicon for use in
the channel regions of MOSFET
devices, as the rate of improvement
in the speed of switching of silicon
devices is likely to fall unless
compound sem iconductor are
implemented. The Glasgow group
plans to develop the use of
strained p-type compound
semiconductors in much the same

www.electronicsworld .co.uk

way that the performance of silicon
devices can be enhanced by the use
of strained silicon .
Mobilities in the range 6,000
to 50,000cm 2Ns are expected
to be obtained in stra ined
compound semiconductors,
this being more than an order
of magnitude greater than the
values achieved in silicon . It
therefore has the potential to
considerably reduce device
switching times .
Glasgow is collaborating with the
SRC in a three year research
programme that started in January,
with a tota l investment of $2.5m.
This programme will complement
work by the global industry on the
development of smaller n and ptype channels in compound
sem iconductor devices.
Jim Hutchby, a senior scientist at
the Global Research Corporation
(GRC), a part of the SRC, said :
"Being able to utilise MOSFETs in
compound semiconductors has
been the elusive Holy Grail of
scaling for 30 years. With what we
expect to accompl ish with the
Un iversity of Glasgow, we may be
only two to three years away from
achieving that breakthrough . When
the day comes that Moore's Law
scaling of classical silicon CMOS
slows, the benefits from our
extending the silicon chip using
compound semiconductors could be
profound for the electronics
industry. At that point, we'll have
developed with compound
sem icon ductors a new set of
materials and devices to improve
both the power dissipation and
speed of the historica lly successful
CMOS tech nology."
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IN BRIEF
e

The European semiconductor
distribution market has declined 1.9% in
2007, says DMASS (Distributors' and
Manufacturers' Association of
Semiconductor Specialists). After record
2006, 2007 has been hit with a decline of
6% in the fourth quarter of 2007
averaging to 1. 9% in the full year. This
was partly influenced by the weakening of
the US Dollar and partly by the large price
difference between Europe and Asia,
which has lead to pricing pressures.
However, lan Bass, Chairman of DMASS,
played down the data: "I would call a
decline of 1.9% percent a comparably
soft landing."

e

A survey commissioned by
communications solutions provider
TeleWare has highlighted the high uptake
of VoiP in the UK organisations but also
the lack of adoption and understanding of
the value of 'Unified Communication'.
The survey, conducted by analysts at PMP,
uses a representative sample of senior IT
decision makers from 100 UK companies,
with almost half the respondents from
firms with an annual turnover of over
£250m. Although a key finding shows
almost BO% have a clear VoiP strategy,
having either deployed or currently
evaluating deployment, only 5% have
implemented rudimentary unified voice
and data communications systems and
only 16% hove integrated voice with
another data application.

e

The Electronics Enabled Products
Knowledge Transfer Network (EEP KTN) is
changing its name to better reflect the
focus of its members. As of 25 February
this year, the organisation will be known
as the Integrated Products Manufacturing
KTN.
The role of the KTNs is to bring together
academic and industry members to
stimulate innovation in the UK economy
through higher levels of research and
development and knowledge transfer. The
EEP KTN serves the needs of
organisations and individuals involved
with the development and manufacture of
innovative products and processes that
inevitably includes the close integration of
electronics and mechanical functionality.
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e

Qimonda the German-based memory
supplier announced its technology roadmap
down to the 30nm generation and featuring
cell sizes of 4F 2. Qimonda's innovative
Buried Wordline DRAM technology promises
a combination of high performance, low
power consumption and small chip sizes to
further advance the company's diversified
product portfolio. Qimonda is introducing
this technology in 65nm and plans to begin
production of a 1Gbit DDR2 later this year.
Mass production of 46nm Buried Wordline
DRAM technology is scheduled for the
second half of 2009. This node will offer
more than twice the bits per wafer over the
company's 58nm trench technology.

Nortel paves the way for
tenfold bandwidth jump

e The University of Kent has joined the
Continuing Education in Electronics Systems
Integration (CEESI) Training consortium of
11 UK universities, contributing four new
advanced modules in the area of biometrics
and security.
Its four modules for CEESI are: Foundations
of Biometrics and Secure Systems;
Industrial Context of Biometrics; Practical
Biometric Systems; and Advanced
Biometrics.
The CEESI-Training programme, supported
by the Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council, aims to address
industry's need for flexible training in
electronics systems design and integration
by establishing a 'pool' of training modules
at postgraduate level, accessible mainly via
the Internet.

e Freescale Semiconductor and
STMicroelectronics have unveiled the first
four automotive Power Architecture
microcontroller (MCU) products resulting
from their joint design program that started
two years ago.
The two companies have achieved first
silicon from their respective wafer fobs in
Austin, Texas, and Agrate Brianza in Milan,
Italy, for four automotive MCUs targeting
powertrain, body, instrument cluster and
safety/chassis applications. Manufactured
on the two companies' aligned 90nanometer (nm) embedded-flash
technology, the four products are the
industry's first 90-nm automotive MCUs
built on the advanced microcontroller
technology. Automotive customer interest is
strong, and initial product samples are
available to support customer demand in
Asia-Pacific, Europe, Japan and the United
States.
8 I June 08 - Electronics World

Denmark's TDC will be one of the world's first carriers to offer 40Gbitls connectivity

Telecom operators around the world
have been offered the ability to
immediately quadruple the capacity
of their backhaul networks from
current maximum speeds of 10Gbitls
to 40Gbitls.
The new plug-and-play technology
announced by Norte! Networks is
actually ready to support up to
100Gbit!s, although such speeds will
not be available to telecom operators
and business users until Internet
routers, which currently support
40Gbitls interfaces, are upgraded in
the future .
With worldwide Internet traffic
now growing at over 40% a year
triggered by an explosion in the
consumption of bandwidth-hungry
applications such as IPTV, highdefinition video and VPN traffic,
service providers are struggling to
keep pace with surging demand.
Unlike alternative methods to
upgrade to 40Gbit!s, which require
new fibre optic cables to be buried
across the carrier's service area, Nortel
claims its new 40G/1 OOG Adaptive
Optical Engine platform only needs
"minor upgrades" to existing 10Gbitls
infrastructure.
Behind the breakthrough is the use

of an innovative modulation
technique called Dual Polarisation
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying with
coherent detection, as well as
advanced digital signal processing
that removes all compensation
requirements from the network.
The technology takes advantage of
the full value of Reconfigurable
Optical Add/Drop Multiplexing
(ROADM) . Its transponders allow
data-carrying light waves to be
transmitted beyond 2000 kilometres
without breaking down, nearly twice
as far as competing approaches
according to the vendor.
Nortel has confirmed its first two
customers for the platform :
Denmark's TDC and Neos Networks in
the UK. TDC will initially use the
technology to carry its European
network traffic across Germany, the
UK and the Netherlands. Following a
trial period, the operator plans to
launch the new services in late 2008.
Meanwhile, Neos will be using the
Norte! gear to support its Liquid
Bandwidth product in the UK, which
allows corporate clients the flexibility
to increase or decrease bandwidth on
a day-to-day basis as their own
demands dictate.
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Explore the new motor control solutions
from Microchip
Are you considering moving to brushless
motors, eliminating costly sensors or
adding PFC? Let Microchip show you how
to improve your efficiency, lower noise,
reduce your form factor and explore cost
reduction options.

Visit www.microchip.com/DSCMOTOR
and discover Microchip's comprehensive
motor control solutions, featuring 16-bit
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SIEMENS NEURONS THINK UP QUANTUM
BREAKTHROUGH

A quantum bit can be a lot more than just a '0 ' or a ' 1'
Scientists in Germany have moved a step closer to
developing a practical quantum computer. Working in
conjunction with Munich Technical University, a group
of researchers from Siemens Corporate Technology
claim to have achieved the world's first experimental
implementation of an artificial neural network on a
simple quantum computer.
The team used a special type of artificial neural
network that is capable of recognising patterns. For the
experiment, a pattern made up of dots was used, with
each dot assuming two colours and depicted by means
of qubits.
Qubits (or "quantum bits") are expected to replace

bits as the next unit of digital information once- some
argue, if- quantum computing becomes a reality.
While one bit can represent only 0 or 1, a qubit can be
either 0, 1 or a superposition of both.
The system used in Siemens's tests featured just two
qubits. Still, these two quibits proved enough to
confirm all results from the simulation of pattern
recognition carried out in a magnetic resonance
spectrometer at the Munich Technical University.
The researchers have developed an algorithm that
allows them to predict how a real quantum processor
would behave if confronted with a new colour pattern.
The simulation compares this pattern with patterns
stored in the memory and indicates the degree of
similarity.
Using a solution of sodium formiate at room
temperature containing one carbon and one hydrogen
atom, each of the two particles forms one qubit when
subjected to a strong magnetic field. The measured
signals of the actual quantum computer corresponded
exactly to the signals that had previously been
calculated.
The next goal of the project is to identify ways of
speeding up pattern recognition time. Ultimately, the
team hopes its research will lead to the development of
a hybrid processor which would work with both
conventional and quantum mechanical technologies.
Apart from making faster computers possible, the
advent of quantum computers could one day bring
significantly reduced energy consumption to today's
power-hungry mainframe computers .

Ofcom approves mobile phone
use on planes
Once an aircraft reaches 3000m, flyers on all UK-registered
planes flying in Europe can start using their mobile phones,
says UK telecom regulator Ofcom.
This however, does mean that aircraft will need to have
specialist hardware installed to enable calls and prevent any
interference with other aircraft systems, which in turn means
that the European Aviation Safety Agency will need to get
involved to approve it.
The hardware is likely to consist of picocells, which will be
"switched on" after take-off and switched off once the
planes leave European airspace. The calls will normally be
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routed to terrestrial networks via satellite links, for which
radio spectrum has already been allocated . Initially, the
services will be 2G based with 3G to follow.
Ofcom's reached its decision to allow use of mobile phones
on planes following a consultation that started late last year.
Up until that point, the available research has shown that
mobile phone use on airplanes can interfere with onboard
communication and navigation systems. A 2003 Civil Aviation
Authority research found that mobile phone signals skewed
navigation bearing displays by up to five degrees.
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MetaRAM aims to close the memory
capacity gap

An 8GB MetaRAM R-0/MM

A Californian start-up led by former
AMD CTO Fred Weber has caused a
stir in the server market by
introducing a technology that
significantly boosts RAM memory
capacity while reducing its cost by
up to 90%.
Backed by Intel Capital among
other investors, fabless
semiconductor maker MetaRAM has
launched a chipset that quadruples
the capacity of a DIMM card
without the need of migrating to
more expensive DRAM chips.
Called MetaSDRAM and sitting
between the memory controller
and the DRAM, the DDR2-based
solution tricks the CPU into

thinking that multiple mainstream
DRAMs are actually a larger
capacity DRAM . The chipset
combines four separate 1GB DDR2
SDRAMs into a single, virtual 4GB
DDR2 SDRAM that emulates a
monolithic 4GB DDR2 MetaSDRAM.
While a company looking to
equip a high-performance server
with 250GB of RAM memory today
would have to spend in the order
of half a million dollars for the
privilege, the MetaRAM approach
would only cost $50,000.
Already, two memory module
makers- Smart Modular
Technologies and Hynix
Semiconductor- have agreed to
use the chipset in a new family of
R-DIMMs. Taiwan's TSMC foundry
has been contracted to fabricate
the devices.
High-density memory circuitry
hasn't been able to keep up with
exponential progress in the
microprocessor space. While CPU
clock speeds can reach over 4GHz
on the latest multi-core
architectures, DDR2 main memory
can't run beyond 667MHz.

The way system designers have
traditionally compensated for this
gap has been by adding higher
capacity - but not readily available
-and exponentially more expensive
DRAM to each DIMM module on
the motherboard .
"I've spent my career focused on
building balanced computer systems
and providing compatible and
evolutionary innovations," said
Weber. "With the emergence of
multi-core and multi-threaded 64bit CPUs, I realised that the memory
system is once again the biggest
bottleneck in systems and so set out
to address this problem ."
By helping drastically reduce the
memory capacity gap, the company
claims that even entire high-end
modelling databases could be
hosted into main memory, which
would significantly boost the
performance of this type of
demanding applications.
Servers and workstations from
Appro, Colfax International,
Rackable Systems and Verari
Systems are expected in the first
half of 2008.

Terahertz technology used to combat crime
Teraherz techno logy has now be ing
used in systems to detect exp losives,
drugs and weapons at airports,
railway stations and other public
places.
The so-called TSOOO ThruVis ion
system can 'see' under clothing from
25 meters away.
Teraherz images are normally used
by astronomers, forest managers and
eve n pharmace utica l scientists among
others to check f or decaying stars,
trees or check the structure of
chemical compounds. The
electromagnetic radiation is a low
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level energy emitted by people and
objects. The ThruVision system works
by collecting these waves and
processing them to form an image,
which reveals concealed objects.
Although the silhouettes are obvious,
body details are not.
The system is based on a
technology developed at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
(RAL) in Oxfordsh ire . Now, the
portable camera has already found a
home at the Dubai Mercantile
Exchange and Canary Wharf in
London .

Portable camera can check for hidden
weapons
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ARE BURIED COMPONENTS
THE FUTURE?
BY KEITH GURNETT AND TOM ADAMS
he idea of putting components,
both active and passive, inside the
printed wiring board has been
simmering in the background for three
decades or more. Now two organisations are
working to make buried components a
credible alternative to surface mount.
In Berlin, Germany, Fraunhofer IZM has
been partnering with commercial partners
and the Techn ical University of Berlin for
nearly ten years in a project known as
'Hiding Dies' (www.hidingdies.net). The
technology developed by the consortium is
known as Chip In Polymer, and wi ll shortly
be used in commercial applications.
Chip In Polymer is intended for specific
applications where burying the components
conveys real advantages. It will be limited to
boards with relatively low component
counts, and is not seen as a broad-scale
replacement for surface mount.
In the US, Verdant Electronics, a company
formed in 2007, is proposing a somewhat
different approach, named the Occam
Process after William of Occam, a
fourteenth-century English Franciscan friar
and scholastic philosopher. Verdant
Electronics is in the early stages of work with
several commercial partners in the US and
other countries, and expects to publicise
significant prototypes of its technology
shortly. Although a complete description of

T

via to substrate

the Occam Process is not yet available, it is
intended to be used on a massive scale, and
to essentially replace su rface mount.
Reduction in connection lengths, and as a
result higher speed, is probably the most
significant advantage to be gained from
placing components inside the board instead
of on top of the board . The advantage may
be greater in Chip in Polymer where thinned
chips are used than in the Occam Process
where packaged chips are planned.
Another benefit is that neither approach
needs to use solder for interconnections. The
removal of solder of cou rse also removes all
of the concerns associated with both leadfree solder and the older tin-lead solder.
A third benefit is ruggedness.
Conventional surface-mount boards should,
broadly speaking, be able to withstand a
"drop test" (being dropped on the floor),
without suffering electrical damage. Boards
with the components inside, it is thought,
should be able to pass a "throw test",
where the board is thrown at the floor.
There are disadvantages, of course.
Perhaps the most important is that rework,
once the components are sealed inside the
cured board, is either elaborately difficu lt or
impossible. If processes are so carefu lly
control led that yield is high, then rework is
not much of an issue. If yield is lower, the
difficulty or impossibility of rework will make
costs creep upward.

via to chip

RCC

Figure 1: The Chip In Polymer method uses thinned chips, a very thin board
core, and electrolessly plates the chip bond pads at the wafer level
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Ch ip In Polymer
In this method, the first stage in
production is the thinning of silicon wafers
to 50 microns, and sometimes even
thinner. The bond pads on the die are then
modified in preparation for later processing
and the wafers are diced.
The "board", Fraunhofer IZM physicist
Andreas Ostmann explains, is actually a
board core that may be as thin as 150
microns. The bare die are adhesively
bonded to the core. The 'Hiding Dies'
project has used only currently availab le
assembly equipment throughout its
development, and a conventional die
bonder is used in this step. Great care is
taken to ensure that the bonding is
uniform and that the die is perfectly flat.
Passive components can also be bonded
to the core. Ceramic chip capacitors have
continued to shrink in size in recent years.
The smallest ones are still too thick to be
used in Chip in Polymer, but modifications
of the technology have already taken place
to accommodate these capacitors and
other somewhat thicker components .
One development project at Fraunhofer
IZM successfully used special ly made ultrathin ceramic chip capacitors. After the
components have been bonded to the
core, a layer of resin -coated copper (RCC)
is laid on top as a bui ld-up layer. The resin
itself is 70 microns thick, the copper on ly
five microns.
During curing, the res in flows over and
around the components on the board,
permitting the copper surface to become
flat. At thi s point a laser is used to drill
microvias down to the connection points
on the various components. The microvias
are then plated with PCB-compatible
copper. A patterned layer of resist is put on
top of the copper surface and etching of
the copper forms the traces at the surface.
If needed, additional layers of RCC,
microvias and traces can be put on.
The Occam Process
Verdant Electronics president Joe Fjelstad
www.electron icsworld.co.uk

FOCUS

Figure 2: The Occam Process uses unthinned, packaged chips, and a variety of
core and build-up materials. Both methods can bury active and passive
components. Each chip shown here is several times thicker than the chip shown
in Figure 1

explains that the Occam Process may use
various types of packaged chips, although
his own choice would be to use chip-scale
packages, where the area of the package is
at most 1.2 times the area of the chip. The
thickness of the package for the unthinned
chip is typically 600 microns or more,
compared to the bare 50-micron chips used
in Chip In Polymer. Whatever chips are used
should be tested and burned in before
assembly.
Fjelstad's plans do not include th inned
chips; boards made with his technology will,
therefore, be thicker than those made
according to strict Fraunhofer guidelines.
In the Occam Process, the packaged chips
are placed on a sticky substrate and, once in
place, are overmolded with a suitable
material. Fjelstad has no specific
recommendations for materials for the
substrate or the build-up material, but notes
that numerous su itable materials are
currently available or in development.
At this point the whole assembly is flipped
over and microvias are laser-drilled down to
the contact points on the components. The
microvias are then electrolessly plated with a
seed layer of copper (an electrolytic process
won't work on an insulating material) and
then electroplated with copper.
A patterned resist layer is laid on top and
etching forms the traces. As in Chip In
Polymer, additional build-up layers can be
placed on top.
Current Status of The Two Methods

Bosch is using Chip In Polymer to develop a
new 77GHz automotive radar system. The
embedded design will add ruggedness to a
system that will also incorporate high
performance (from short interconnects) and
low production costs. Other commercial
applications are also in the works.
More than a year ago, Chip In Polymer
www.electronicsworld .co.uk

test boards successfully endured 1000 hours
of standard humidity testing and 6000 cycles
of thermal cycling (-55° C to + 125°C).
Adaptations of Chip In Polymer are also
emerging. One German company uses a fullth ickness (300-600 microns) flip-chip
attached to an interposer. The joined pa ir is
flipped over and the backside of flip-chip is
attached to a substrate. A prepreg, with a
cutout for the assembly, goes on top and
vias are drilled down to the contact points
on the interposer.
As mentioned above, the Occam Process is
still at a much earlier stage of development.
One Brazilian company is using the process
to make demonstration boards for the
Argentine Space Agency. To the delight of
researchers, one of these boards recently
passed the "throw test" without damage.
Eventually, Fjelstad thinks that the evolving
Occam Process could sharply reduce the
number of package types needed . The two

"REDUCTION IN
CONNECTION LENGTHS
-AND AS A RESULT
HIGHER SPEED- IS
PROBABLY THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT
ADVANTAGE TO BE
GAINED FROM PLACING
COMPONENTS INSIDE
THE BOARD INSTEAD
OF ON TOP OF THE
BOARD"

best candidates for long-term use wou ld be
QFNs (Quad Flat Pack, No Lead) and LGAs
(Land Grid Arrays).
Chip In Polymer, as Andreas Ostmann
explains, is intended for small systems,
preferably with not more than four ICs in a
board. Joe Fjelstad, on the other hand,
intends the Occam Process to be used for
boards of any size or complexity. Because it
will use tested and burned-in components,
along with strict control of processing
parameters, he thinks the Occam Process wi ll
permit a high level of yield, even when many
components are embedded into a single
board. Once solder and reflow are removed
from the equation, Fjelstad anticipates that
new failure mechanisms may emerge.
Andreas Ostmann doubts that rework of
an embedded board wi ll be feasible. Joe
Fjelstad th inks that rework, although
difficult, will "yield to effort", although it
would likely still be a tricky business.
Both processes wou ld make the reverse
engineering of a system very difficult,
although not impossible. Simply extracting
the components without serious damage
would likely be a delicate and timeconsuming business. This aspect of
embedd ing, along with the much greater
protection from shock and vibration, shou ld
appea l to military users of electronics
systems. It may also turn out that boards
with embedded components can be held in
storage for years with little or no
deterioration . This quality too would appeal
to military users.
The Occam Process is, of course, aiming
much higher than Chip In Polymer; Joe
Fjelstad foresees nothing less than the
obsolescence of surface mount and the
extermination of solder as a production
material, while Chip In Polymer is focused
only on specific suitable small-board
applications. Fjelstad has come in for some
criticism , ch iefly because he seems to be
promising too much from a technology that
is not yet clearly defined.
The two methods described here could
eventually reduce the electronics industry's
dependence on solder and make solder
reflow a relict of the past. They could also be
a threat to the use of FR4 board material.
None of this may happen on a large sca le, of
course, but it is hard to ignore an emerging
technology that is being taken seriously by
substantial numbers of people on both sides
of the Atlantic.
The latest news: a slightly different
European consortium wi ll shortly begin work
on moving Chip In Polymer into volume
production . •
Electronics World - June 08
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2008 -A BUSY YEAR FOR LEGISLATION
EU-RoHS Scope

A current review by the European Union (EU) is looking at scope, but
no new product categories are likely to be implemented until around
2012. At that time, medical and monitoring and control instruments
are expected to be included. Manufacturers of these products are
expected to be making changes to their product ranges from 2008
onwards in readiness for the implementation date.
Other changes to scope are possible. The status of "fixed
installations" for example, should be clarified and is likely to be
included, although many EU Member States already consider them to
be in scope. "Spare parts" should also be defined more clearly.
RoHS Worldwide

The first, limited, publication of the so called "China RoHS catalogue"
is expected towards the end of the year. This will highlight the
products that will have substance restrictions, their implementation
dates and any exemptions. At this stage, product testing and
certification will be required.
California-RoHS is now in force for displays only, but legislators are
likely to try again in 2008 (vetoed in 2007) to broaden its scope to
match that of EU-RoHS.
Korea-RoHS comes into force during 2008. At present this affects a
limited range of products but the scope will be reviewed and is likely
to broaden. Substance restrictions and exemptions are currently the
same as EU-RoHS .
Thailand, Taiwan and Australia are considering new leg islation and,
in the case of the latter, voluntary agreements, but these are not likely
to be implemented in 2008.
Additional Substance Restrictions

The restriction of additional substances is being considered in the EU
as additions to RoHS6. These could come into force before 2012, but
the phasing out and obsolescence process could be initiated as soon
as suitable alternative substances are identified.
Under the Marketing and Use Directive, restrictions could be
introduced during 2008 but are unlikely to affect equipment suppliers.
More likely to be impacted are suppliers of materials such as solvent
cleaners.
In certain US States mercury and two PBDEs are banned. Other
substances could follow in 2008.
Norwegian PoHS that was originally planned to restrict 18
substances in consumer products from 1 January 2008 has been
postponed and is subject to review, following a stakeholder
consultation. Elsewhere most legislation seems to be encompassing
the same restrictions as the EU covers with RoHS6.
REACH

REACH is now in force and pre-registration of chemicals, begins on 1
June 2008 and lasts for a period of six months. Failure to pre-register
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within this window means that a substance cannot be used until it is
fully registered. Industry is already seeing some withdrawa l of products
and this is likely to continue through 2008.
Initially, the main focus of REAC H is the registration of substances
that are most frequently used, at levels of more than 1000 tonnes per
annum, along with those that are highly toxic, carcinogenic and
mutagenic or are reproductive toxins. It is likely that some
manufacturers will begin to introduce substitutes during 2008 and
withdraw products simultaneously to avoid the significant costs of
REACH. However, these substitutes will not be identical and could
potentially cause production difficulties.
It is also possible that some chemicals will become more expensive,
although the EC believe that most will increase on ly slightly. Clearly,
there will be variation but some significant price increases are probable
due to the costs of registration and evaluation, and the implications of
using substitutes, via the REAC H process.
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) are a requirement under REAC H
and should now follow the format specified in the regu lations,
although most currently do not. It is important that suppliers make
these available for all substances and preparations that are being sold
now. MSDS are required for all materials that meet the EC's definition
of substances, which includes ink in inkjet cartridges and electrolytes in
batteries. MSDS should be updated by suppl iers when new data
becomes available and when reg istration starts. Importantly, they will
need to include "exposure scenarios" in an appendix.
Equipment suppliers are obliged to provide information on
substances of very high concern (SVHCs) present with in 45 days of
request. At present there is no SVHC list but a "l ikely candidates list"
will be published in late 2008 and the final list will be drawn from this
by June 2009 at the latest.
Energy using Products (EuP)

Implementing measures will be introduced in 2008 that will affect:
- External power supplies and battery chargers;
- Standby and off-mode power- any equipment that uses these
features (most products have off-mode power losses and many such as
PCs, TVs and microwave ovens use standby);
- Lighting (office and street);
- Computers (possibly late 2008 or early 2009);
- Televisions (possibly late 2008 or early 2009).
These measures will affect the design of equipment. Linear power
supplies will continue to be phased out and replaced by switch-mode
alternatives. There will be an increasing demand for more energyefficient versions of components such as microprocessors, lamps and
electric motors.
Twenty broad product categories are currently under review and the
EC has defined a further 34 categories to be considered over the next
three years.
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Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Review
All aspects of the EU-WEEE directive are being reviewed but any
changes wi ll not take effect until at least 2010, and more likely after
2012. Designing products for easier recycling at end-of-life is likely to
become a requirement.
WEEE type legislation is also being introduced in other countries,
most notably China and South Korea, where legislation is expected to
come into force during 2008.
EU - Batteries Legislation
The new EU-Batteries directive comes into force in September 2008,
although Member State legislation has not yet been formu lated and
so may be late. This legislation has requirements for:
- Substance restrictions - Cd and Hg;
- Labelling - not yet defined;
- Collection and recycling of discharged batteries;
-Registration by 'producers', which includes companies that import
equipment into the EU that contains batteries;
- Ensuring that batteries are easy to remove from equipment. •

SEFU SE SF series
one-shot th ermal cut-offs
are the ul timate safety
d evices. Superior in
d esign to other thermal
fu ses, the SF/E range
is fully compliant with
RoH S and WEEE
directives and therefore
already m eets the
ELV requirements in
the automotive industry.
The SF/K range offers a
more compact device in
space-critical applications.
Available with calibrations from 70°C to 240°C , SF/E series
fuses can withstand overshoot temperature of upto 350°C
in a rapid rate-of-rise application . Approved by all the major
authorities (BEAB , VDE , UL & CSA) upto 15N250VAC and
20N120VAC , the SF/E range covers all your requirements at
an affordable price .
Call us today for free samples and technical assistance and
discover how th e SEFUSE one-shot therma l fuse can safely
protect your application.
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Technology

I GS/s sampling rate

lSOMHz bandwidth
128M sample buffer memory
125MS/s 12 bit AWG built In

PicoScope 5203
32M buffer £ 1195
PicoScope 5204
128M buffer £ 1795
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THE TROUBLE WITH RF...

Column

CHOICE OF FREQUENCY
BAND CAN REALLY MAKE
A DIFFERENCE
hen choosing a module, the
typical user starts with the
simple requirements at the
interface (data rate, power supply); considers
physical size limitations and price; worries
about the claimed link range; and takes a
random stab at the catalogue.
But there is another parameter which
influences all the others and which might

W

2.4GHZ IS DEFINITELY
THE MOST
"FASHIONABLE" BAND
CURRENTLY IN THE
ADVERTISING PRESS. THIS
BAND IS DOMINATED BY
"DEFINED PROTOCOL''
SHORT-RANGE
NETWORKS LIKE ZIGBEE,
BLUETOOTH AND THEIR
VARIOUS IMITATORS
AND LOOKALIKES
best be considered first: the operating
frequency band of the module.
There are a wide range of frequency bands
where ISM band wireless modules are used.
Some frequency al locations are avai lable
worldwide or across an entire continent,
while others are specific to one particular
country. Legal transmit power levels,
operating modes and usage restrictions are
depressingly non-uniform . However, a little
16
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examination of the physics of radio
transmission reveals certain basic
characteristics that should influence the
selection of a particular operating band:
• 2.4GHz
This is definitely the most "fashionable" band
currently in the advertising press. This band is
dominated by " defined protocol " short-range
networks like Zigbee, Bluetooth and their
various imitators and lookalikes (Wibree,
Zwave, Nanotron and others).
- Merits: Truly a worldwide allocation, with
materially similar regulations for its use in
almost every country (although fine details do
vary). The allocation is wide (over 80MHz),
which encourages wide bandwidth, high
data-rate systems.
There is a great deal of heavily marketed
available silicon, making the rad io design
easier. And, the aerials are tiny.
- Problems: Path loss per meter is high
compared to lower frequencies, and
penetration of building materials (and even
rain! ) is poor, so th is is a short-ranged
allocation, even ranges over 1Om can be
difficult to reliably achieve. Band congestion
is serious, as this band is shared with WiFi
rad io-lANs.
• 915MHz
In the US (also Canada and limited usage in
Austra lia/New Zealand). This is a fairly
generous allocation (26MHz total) with
tightly defined operating modes (compliant
spread spectrum radios are allowed up to 1W
transmit power, fixed frequency units are
restricted to less than 1mW).
- Merits: High-end modules are capable of
good range (up to 1km), while simple units
can offer the size/cost benefits of
" European" type modules. Aerials are small.
- Problems: Li mited area of use, within
which the FCC approval procedures can be
difficult. Even well designed spread spectrum
modules tend to have long set-up/sync
periods and high power consumption . Little
penetration of this band by "network "
radios.
• 868MHz
A band harmonised throughout the

European Union. To improve band useabi lity,
specific areas of the band are assigned to
specific applications (fire alarms, security) and
in certain sub-bands there are limits to
transm it duty cycle or operating mode
(" Listen Before Talk" or LBT operations).
Transm it power varies from 5mW to 500mW.
-Merits: Small aerials, reasonable range.
Relatively little band congestion (helped by
the sub-band allocations). Wide range of
modules available from long range 500mW
units to very simple short ranged 1mW
devices
-Problems: Complicated band plan . Zigbee
units on 868MHz are limited to a single
channel. Not as wide a range of modules as
for the 433MHz band.
• 433MHz
Probably the widest used ISM band, the
433MHz band is used throughout Europe
and much of the rest of the world also
(excluding the US).
Both, simple wideband units and
sophisticated longer ranged narrowband
radios, are offered and in many regions there
is simple band planning and duty cycle
restrictions.
- Merits: Extremely wide choice of modules
from a great many manufacturers. Integrated
circuit solutions are also available, for even
lower costs. Lower path loss than 868MHz
band - so less transmit power for the same
range .
-Problems: Low power (1 OmW, or 25mW
www. electron icsworld .co.uk
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in Australia). Band is overcrowded in some
areas and there 's some very low quality
hardwa re on offer, which can make
selecting a device hazardous. Aerials tend
to be bigger (a 1/4 wavelength monopole is
16cm long). Range rarely exceeds 500m.
• Other 400MHz
In addition to the 433M Hz allocation, many
nations retain other 400M Hz band
allocations, such as the 458MHz band in
the UK, or 448MHz in the Czech Republic.
Some nations specify licensed operation, for
instance "part 90" operation in the US .
These allocations are usua lly intended for
high reliability industrial telemetry and
telecommand, so higher transmit powers
(up to 500mW) are frequently permitted
and on ly narrowband (2 5KHz or 12 .5KHz)
radios are usually permitted . Aerial sizes are
similar to 433MHz.
- Merits: Long range of several km . High
quality, reliable, equipment, some units
even meet PMR standards . Uncrowded
band allocations.
- Problems: Limited choice of expensive
modules. Frequency allocations are specific
to particular countries. Channel bandwidths
limit data rates to 1Okbit/s or less. Relatively
few channels allocated .
• VHF bands
There are no worldwide (or even continentwide) VHF allocations- although a 169M Hz
allocation is slowly being introduced across
Europe.
Where they can be used, VHF telemetry
rad ios are associated with long range
applications. Typically, these modules are
used for environmental monitoring,
agricultural process control, remote meter
reading and asset tracking. Almost all VHF
modules are narrowband.
- Merits: 5-1 Okm range is easily
achievable (lower path loss than UHF
bands) . Modules tend to be cheaper than
comparable performance UHF examples .
Good penetration into buildings; low power
consumption.
- Problems: Limited, country specific,
frequency al locations; low data rates; large
aerials. No "single chip radio" silicon has
yet been released.
• HF bands
Typically the 27MHz (and 40MHz) bands
have so far been limited to model/toy
control and very low end short-range data
link applicat ions, such as wireless keyboa rds
-although Bluetooth is encroaching on th is
market. A few operators use them for
www.electronicsworld .co.uk
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agricultural process control.
Owing to environmenta l variations, the
propagation of these much lower frequency
signals can occasiona lly be highly
unpred ictable.
- Merits: Very simple, very cheap
hardware. Some countries permit high
powers (4W in the US). Allocations exist in
almost all countries
- Problems: Very large aerials are needed
to achieve anything but short range
operation. Highly overcrowded bands,
especially the 27MHz allocation, shared
with CB and model control. Low data rates.
What I have detailed here is far from
exhaustive, but combined with a little
investigati on into available products it
ought to ma ke choosi ng a radio module a
little more scientific and a little less
dependant on extravagant advertising
claims.
Good luck !

Note: Path loss is related to frequency, being
proportional to 1Olog(1/f"2).
This means (aerial gain, transmit power
and rx sensitivity being the same) that 1OmW
at VH F (173MHz), 80mW at 458MHz,
250mW at 869MHz and 2W at 2.4GHz
would exhibit similar ranges.
Receiver sensitivity, hence range, is also
related to channel bandwidth, and as such
data rate. Higher speed lin ks have shorter
ranges for the same tx power.
For further information, refer to
http:/ /www.ofcom.org.uk!radiocomms/
ifi/licensing/classes/rlans/short/
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/radiocomms/
ifi/tech/interface_req/uk2030.pdf
(refer to table 3.1 especially).

Myk Dormer is Senior RF Design Engineer
at Radiometrix Ltd

www.radiometrix.com

RADIO MODULES
FOR WIRELESS DATA-LINKS

RADIOMETRIX ~
20 YEARS OF INNOYAT.ON FROM THE PtoNEERS IN WIRELESS

For sales lnfonnallon please contact sales at salesOradlometrix.co.uk or Tel: 020 89119 9595
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SMARTPHONE INDUSTRY
SHOULD SOLVE TESTING,
COLLABORATION AND
DELIVERY PROBLEMS
ABHIJIT KABRA, SENIOR EXECUTIVE FOR PRODUCT ENGINEERING AND
DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS PRACTICE AT ACCENTURE, SAYS THE EMBEDDED
SOFTWARE INDUSTRY IS PLAGUED WITH SEVERAL TYPES OF PROBLEMS THAT
NEED TO BE SOLVED PRETTY QUICKLY
he embedded software smartphone industry must face
and work to solve three of its three most widespread
and vexing problems: testing, collaboration and product
delivery inefficiencies.
These defi ciencies were discovered in an Accenture embedded
software research stu dy conducted near the end of last year.
Working closely with executives throughout this in dustry, I have
learned these deficiencies continue to be major problems today.
The industry should focus on more effective and accurate ways
to test the embedded software within smartphones, and develop
common product verification performance techniques .
The industry should also delve into innovative ways for
embedded software companies to collaborate more . Accenture 's
research found collaboration with third party software suppliers
to be the second biggest problem facing companies that design
and market embedded software.
Companies in this in dustry are notorious for their inability to
work well with other companies . This is not necessarily on
purpose, or any person's or company's fault, but it is reality. The
industry needs to admit this and change it.
The industry is too inter-dependent and complex for any one
embedded software company to exce l riding this jou rney alone .
Consider these realities: A mobile phone typically houses about
one million lines of software code. Software platforms are
becoming more diverse and multi-dimensional. Wireless service
providers have different standards, quality and reliabi lity
requirements. Chipset manufacturers use different smartphone
platforms.
Next. consider integ ration challenges such as converginq
software and hardware platforms and subsystems f rom different

T
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vendors and figuring out to combine and leve rage various syst em
architectures.
Collaboration has proven to be possible. One prime and recent
example of this collaboration man ifesting itself has been the joint
work of AT&T, as the wireless service provide r, and Apple, as the
device provider, in rolling out the iPhone .
It does not pay to travel alone in this in dustry because it
involves too much complexity, too much intelligence, too many
variables, too much market pressure and widespread
convergence.
Product delivery inefficiencies - a third ind ustry weakness need to be addressed. Accelerating the speed at which
smartphones are delivered to market, by focusing on the
software problems causing much of this delay, should be a major
embedded software industry thru st .
More than 50 % percent of software designs are completed
behind schedule and greater than 20% of projects are cancelled

No more excuses. such as one used
too much: that this industry is so
complicated because of the recent
shift from standalone devices with
limited functionality to complex.
multifunctional networked devices
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unnKOVerabJe delays in prock.rct development
schedules. Speeding the development process is a huge arena for
competitive differentiation and customer satisfaction and
retention. That spells dollars.
In addition to testing, collaboration and delayed product
deliveries, other problems should be confronted too. For
example, non-standardised technologies can frequently be
tolerable. Everyone realises that these haphazard, 'bolted on'
solutions are often an inefficient use of resources .
I believe there should be lots of buzz around the
industrialisation of the smartphone embedded software
businesses. This means standardising operating systems,
employing re-usable code/modules and setting up repeatable
processes to streamline embedded software testing and
development.
Gains from industrialising will be immense. Rather than
continuing to throw software " over the wall " and let someone
else deal with it - a too-frequent industry practice -the
embedded software industry should get together with an intense
focu s on providing solutions.

No more excuses, such as one used too much: that this
industry is so complicated because of the recent shift from
standalone devices with limited functionality to complex,
multifunctional networked devices. Clearly a boost in complexity
triggers the need for more intelligent, more versatile and more
reliable embedded software. Yet customers demand that the
software still has to cost less, perform more reliably and get to
market faster.
These are all difficult problems. But they can be overcome
using the experience and brain power of our industry's
professionals.
Finally, because many companies in this industry lack in-house
software expertise, companies should consider outsourcing such
work, including testing, maintain ing and developing embedded
software . It pays to do what you excel at while letting others do
the rest.
The next 12 month s w il l be crucial to the future of the
embedded software market. Make it a ' no excuses' t ime period
for yo ur company. Catapu lt it on a trajectory toward becoming a
high-performance business. •
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.. ........... £750
Gigatronlc 7 100 Synth 10MHZ-20GHZ (internaleweeplmod 130 to +1SdBM) ....
.. ..............£3,000

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Marconi 2024
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STEWART of READING
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1040MHZ...............................................................£150-£195
HP 33120A Function Gen. 100 mlcroHZ-15MHZ
used/unused ..........................................................£57s.£700
T.T.I TG210 Function Gen 0 .002HZ-2MHZ TTL etc.........£70
R&SAPN62 Synth Function Gen 1HZ-260KHZ BaVUnbal
Output LCD ......................................................................£195
Metrix GXSOOO Pulse Gen SOMHZ Programmable......£150
HP 3325A Synthesised Function Gen 21 MHZ................ £295

Telephone: (0118) 833 1111
f!u: (0118) 833 2375

-.atewart-of·I'Ndlng.co.uk
9am-5.00pm Monday to Frid ay
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HP 8563A - £6 ,000

HP 3312A Function Gen 0.1HZ-13MHZAMIFM
SweepfrrVBurst etc ........................... .............................. £175
HP 81 12A Pulse Gen 50MHZ.....
.. .....£350
HP 8116 Pulse/ Function Gen 50MHZ.......................... £750
Gould J3B Sine/ Sq Osc. 10HZ-100KHZ low
Distortion ....................................................................£50-£75

FREQUENCY COUNTER/
TIMERS
HP 53508 Counter 20 GHZ............................................ £750
Marconi 2440 Counter 20 GHZ .. .. .............................. £500
Raca/1998 Counter 10HZ-1 .3GHZ ...............................£225
Racal1991 Counter!Tlmer 160MHZ 9 Digit ................. £150
HP 53131A Universal Counter 3GHZ Opt. 001 Q\len
u nused/used... . ...................................................£9951£750
HP 53131A Universal Counter 225M HZ Oven-In original
box" . unusedlused ............................................. £700/£600

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
HP/Agilent 34401A 6 1/2 Digit... ........................... £5001£550
Solartron 7150Pius 6 1/2 Digit T rue RM S IEEE with tem
measurement. ..
.... . .. .. ........................ £75
Fluke 77 series 2 3 1/2 Digit Handheld .............................£4 5
AVO 8 Mk6 In Ever Ready Case with leads etc ...............£75
AVO 8 Mk5 with Leads etc..... . .... .. ................................£50
Goodwill GVT427 Dual Ch AC Millivoltmeter 1OmV in 12
ranges 10HZ-1MHZ. Unused .....
.. .............................. £60

MARCONI 2955A Radio Communk:ations Test Set... .. £1 ,000
MARCONI 2955 Radio Communk:ations Test Set... ...... £625
MARCONI 69608 RF Power Meter with head ............... £500
MARCONI 893C AF Power Meter Sinad Measurement
Unused ................................... ................... , ....................... £50
HP 4192A Impedance Analyser with 16047A
Text Fixture etc. ............... .... .. ................................... £3,500
HP 8902A Measuring Receiver 150KHZ-1300MHZ.... £4,500
HP 85032A Caltbration Kits...
. .................... £400
SEAWARD NO\Ia Pat Tester ........................................ £195
BIRD 43 Wattmeter . Many Elements Available ............... £75
H UNTRON 1000 Tracker............................................ £75
RACAL DANA 9343M LCR Oatabridge Digital Auto
Measurements of RCL QD.....
.. ...................... £95
RACAL 9008 Automatic Modulation Meter
1.5MHZ-2GHZ ................................................................. £60
MEGGER PAT2 Tester....
.. .................... £95

POWER SUPPLIES
FARNELLAP60/50 0--60V 0-50A 1KW Switch Mode .... £400
FARNELL H601250-60V 0-25A. .................. .
.. ..... £400
THURLBY PL3200MD 0-30V 0 -2A Twice Digital. .......... £160
H .P. 6626A Precis ion High ResokJtion 4 Outputs. . ...... £500
0-7V 0-1SMAor 0-50V 0-0.SA Tw)ce
0- 16V 0-0.2A or 0-SOV 0-2A Twice
....... £95
FARNELL XA35.2T 0-35V 0-2A Twice Digital... .
FARNELL B30/ 1030V 10A Variable No Meters ................ £55
FARNELLLTJ0..1 0-30 0- 1A Twice.....
.. ..... £60
FARNEU l30.2 0-30'11 0 -2A............................................£50
THURLBY Pl3300-32V 0-3A Digital (Kenwood badged).£75
THURLBY Pl3200-30V 0-2A Digitial .. , .......... .................. £55
TAKASAGO GM03S-2 0-35V 0-2A 2 Meters...
.. .... £35

Used Equipment- GUARANTEED.
Most Manuals supplied
Please check availability before ordering
or calling.
Prices plus carriage and VAT
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ILLUMINATING EVIDENCE
he design benefits of using power
LEDs to replace traditional
incandescent light sources are
undoubtedly powerful. Smaller, more
efficient, longer-lasting, they can enable
economic or functional improvements to
exi sting lighting equipment, and enab le
types of lighting that were never before
possible.
For all t he obvious benefits, however,
there are also hurdles for the user to
overcome before completing a successful
design with power LEDs. One of the most
significant of these is determining the
relati onship betw een drive current,
thermal management and effective lifetime
of a luminaire or installation that uses
power LEDs. It is this cha llenge that Philips
Lumileds has sought to address with a
new category of lifetime and reliabi lity
data.
This new data set improves on the
industry-norm information on lumen
ma intenance that power LED
manufacturers have presented to date.
And designers who have used the new
data give strong backing for claims that it
is easier to work with, and provides a

T
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IN THIS ARTICLE
STEVE LANDAU FROM
PHILIPS LUMILEDS
ANALYSES THE
HURDLES FOR THE
USER TO OVERCOME
BEFORE COMPLETING
A SUCCESSFUL DESIGN
WITH POWER LEDS,
ESPECIALLY WHEN IT
COMES TO
DETERMINING THE
RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN DRIVE
CURRENT, THERMAL
MANAGEMENT AND
EFFECTIVE LIFETIME

higher level of confidence in operational
lifetime forecasts .

Conventional Data
Every lighting designer is fam ili ar with the
" mean time before failure" (MTBF) data
commonly provided by conventional lamp
manufacturers. Lighti ng designers use
MTBF as a guideline t o determine when
re- lamping must occur. Such a simp le
rating is appropriate fo r conventiona l
lamps, which tend to fail catastrophically
after a relatively short period of time.
Power LEDs, however, behave
differently; they rarely fail completely but,
instead, their light output declines
gradua lly over a long period as a function
of drive current and temperature . Thus,
the simple MTBF figure applied to
conventional lamps is inapplicable to
power LEDs.
Indeed, the comp lex relationsh ip
between drive current, temperature and
light output makes it much mo re difficult
for lighting companies to accurately model
the behaviour of power LED systems than
it is to model the behaviour of
conventional lighting systems. To solve this

www.electronicsworld.co.uk
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problem, Phi lips Lumileds devised a new
tool based in part on research by the
Alliance for Solid State Illum ination
Systems and Technologies (ASSIST).
This new "graphica l reliab ility data"
model co nsists of two parts: a statement
of failure "B" and a statement of lumen
maintena nce "L" . Failure in the case of a
power LED is defined as lumen
maintenance be low a specified level. (It
should be noted that , unlike the
conventional lamp model, even when an
LED is considered a "failure " it is likely to
still be provid ing useful light output.)
L is the minimum acceptable lumen
maintena nce figure as required by the
application . So, if L = 70 (70% lumen
maintenance) then an LED will be
considered a failure if its lumen
maintenance is 69% or lower.
Usi ng these definitions, we can begin to
describe the lifetime behaviour of power
LEDs. For instance, if the LEDs are rated
for B50/L70 at 50,000 hours, then we
would expect that half of the LEDs in an
array would have lumen maintenance
below 70% at 50,000 hours.

Plotting the Results
While this B50/L70 measure has the
benefit of being clear, on its own it is not
suffici ent to enable the designer to
optimise an LED lighting design. This is
because both the operational lifetime of

power LEDs and their light output are
dramatically affected by two factors: drive
current- how much power you supply to
the device; and temperature, ambient and
internal to the LED .
Lighting engineers have to weigh up
their system 's costs and performance
requirements and find a ba lance between
the number of LEDs, drive current and
temperature that provides the best
commercial outcome .
In other words, for each luminaire
design, a specified amount of light is
required . This can be achieved by usi ng
fewer LEDs driven at a higher current, or
more LEDs driven at a lower current.
But how much does a decrease in drive
current extend the LEDs" lifetime? How
much heat needs to be extracted from the
light source in order to hit the designer's
target lifetime ?
It is these questions that Ph ili ps
Lumileds's new graphical rel iability data
answers (see Figure 1). Presented as twoaxis graphs, the lumen maintenance curves
allow the lighting designer quickly and
easily to plot the perfect combination of
drive current and temperature in relation
to lifetime for their application.
The plot of B/L data can be described
for virtually any combination . Certa in
applications, such as wall washing, cannot
tolerate as much as 30% degradation in
li ght output, and can require 80 % or 90%

(850, L70) lifetimes for lnGaN Luxeon K2
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Figure 1: Lifetimes for lnGaN Luxeon K2
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lumen maintenance typically. Others, such
as decorative li ghting, can sustain a
degradation of as much as 50 % of peak
li ght output, so different representations
are made for different combinations of B
and L.

Addressing ligthing Professionally
One long-time power LED user that has
used these new data sets is 1ST Ltd, a
professional lighting company specialising
in innovative architectural and
ente rtainment lighting solutions. 1ST is on
the verge of strengthening its commercia l
and domestic product offering with the
launch of a range of downlighters which
use LU XEON Rebel power LEDs.
Guaranteeing the level of light output
for the lifetime of 1ST's products is
essentia l because its downlighter is
designed to be Part L compliant. This
latest version of the reg ulatory document
for new buildings in the UK came into
effect in April 2006 . This regulation
includes provisions for the efficiency of
light fittings and thei r absolute li ght
output.
Matt Fitzpatri ck, director of 1ST, said:
" For commercial applications you need to
reach 45 lumens/Watt; for domestic you
need 40lm/W. The downlighter market is a
high-volume, attractive market to play in,
but to get adoption you need it as
aggressively priced as possible while also
meeting the requ irements for Part L. "
This presents a difficult design
chal lenge: by driving fewer LEDs harder,
1ST could reduce the cost of the product,
but this could put at risk Part L compliance
if it meant lumen maintenance was
compromised and total light output too
quickly dropped below that specified by
the regulations.
By the same token, if the company
played safe (using many more LEDs at a
greatly reduced drive current in order to
greatly prolong peak lumen output), the
cost of the product would go up beyond
what the market could accept. It was
essential to get the balance exactly right.
1ST's Fitzpatrick says that the data from
Philips Lum ileds allowed product designers
to do a comprehensive cost/performance
comparison on designs using different
numbers of LEDs at different drive
currents, using temperature data that they
were able to get from prototypes.
" Based on the information from Philips
Electronics World - June 08
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Lumileds, I know what the light output is
going to be and how many LEDs I need to
put in to t he product to get the light
output I want, over the operational
lifetime that I am guaranteeing to
customers. It is exactly the kind of
information that I believe the indust ry has
been looki ng for," he said .
The ready availability of such data has
given 1ST an important competitive edge,
allowing it to get to market faster after a
shorter research and development process.
As Fitzpatri ck explained : "Without t hi s
informat ion we wou ld have to do mo re
development work and more practica l
experimentation with prototypes to
understand exactly how the LED
performed over time in our application ."

Further Impact
The impact of comprehensive lifetime data
is also imperative in applications whe re
premature failure could be commercia lly
damag in g. Chromatica, an architectu ra l
lighting ma nufacturer, has been worki ng
with power LEDs for more than three
years. It was recently responsible for what.
at the time, was the largest installation
utilising Rebel LEDs in the world - an
archi t ectu ra l light ing inst al lation for an
office complex comprising in excess of
35,000 LEDs .
Kevin Clark, director of Chromatica,

sai d: " It is critical to have factual
informati on to predict the 'end of life',
which for us means pe rformance after
50,000 hours of operation . We guarantee
our products for this duration, so we in
turn have to be able to rely on our LED
su pplier's data ."
Cla rk sa id that this is a key reason
Chromatica primarily uses LUXEON LEDs.
" In our experien ce, Phi lips Lum ileds
su pplies t he most com prehen sive data sets
for power LEDs in the industry," he added .
The Phili ps Lumileds reliabi lity tools are
distingu ished by their ab il ity to pred ict
operational lifetimes in any combination of
the two key variables: drive current and
temperature. If Chromatica were to use
different data sets that did not expose the
effect of current and temperature
differences, the company would risk
making false assumptions about the
operational lifetime of its light sou rces .
This in t urn could lead to costly inwarra nty f ailures - a commercially
disastro us consequence of poor rating
data .
The alternative would be to withhold or
limit the lifetime warranty. As Clark says,
such inst allations are "not the type of
app licati on we want to ta rget, as the price
pressu res in them are much tighter".
Indeed, cases such as Chromatica's
highlight t he importa nce for LED users of

understanding the valid ity of the rating
data t hat vendors su pply.
Using the Weibull dist ribution function
- a unive rsally respected statistical
technique -to extrapolate product
performance, the data from Philips
Lumi leds shows an ext remely low
dive rge nce between forecasted and actual
performance . Based on t he quantity of
data it now holds, and using extremely
prudent statistical principles, Ph ilips
Lumileds is able to accurately predict
lume n maintenance fo r 60,000 hours wi t h
a 90% confidence ra t e. It is worth noti ng
that data from fewer parts on test for
fewer hours would support performance
predictions that exten ded less far into the
future.

Being Made Aware
The experiences of 1ST and Chromatica
show that power LED customers sho uld
be aware of the para meters that affect
device lifetimes, and demand that their
supp li ers provide co mp re hensive data
showing the interact ions of average
lifetime, lumen maintenance, drive current
and temperature.
On ly by understand ing and applying this
crucia l data can ma nufact urers and t heir
customers continue t o develop relia bl e
lighting solutions that can be guaranteed
for the whole of thei r intended lifetime.

UNDERSTANDING CLAIMS
ABOUT EFFICACY
JAY SHULER OF PHILIPS LUMILEDS HELPS YOU CUT THROUGH THE HYPE AND HOW
DISCERNING THE FAaS IS CRITICAL TO READING BETWEEN THE LINES OF
LABORATORY ANNOUNCEMENTS
Have you ever been confused by conflicting
information coming from different power
LED vendors about new records for
efficacy? You are certainly not alone.
Depending on the application, efficacy can
be an important technical consideration in
the selection of LED components for a
lighting solution. But how do you compare
and interpret lab results, and what do they
mean?
First of all, cutting-edge lab results are
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almost by definition based on new,
prototype technology, under optimal
conditions. While these kinds of results can
be important indicators of future progress
in actual products, they should not be a
factor in your everyday product selection
decisions.
Secondly, the results themselves can be
misleading. Efficacy is a function of many
different design and operating parameters
that can be artificially manipulated for the

sake of an impressive-sounding
announcement.
Efficacy is defined in the industry as
lumens per watt (lrrvW). Lumen output is a
complex function of the total optical power
output of the LED across colour and the
human eye response. Power in watts is
simply current times voltage. Basic stuff,
but important to remember when
understanding efficacy claims.
The most commonly manipulated
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parameter in efficacy claims is current
density, computed by dividing the die area
(e.g. in square millimeters) by the drive
current. By this formula, a 1 x 1mm die has
four times the current density as a 2 x 2mm
die at the same drive current.
Lower current density can dramatically
increase efficacy in nitride LEDs. A 4mm 2 die
should of course produce more light at a
given current than a 1mm 2 die. Similarly, a
1mm2 die driven at a lower current should of
course produce better efficacy (but less light)
than the same one driven harder, assuming
all other conditions are the same. Therefore,
before you can understand efficacy, you
must know both the die size and the drive
current under which efficacy was measured
in order to interpret the result. If the
laboratory does not specify both, then a
meaningful conclusion is not possible.
Additionally, different LED designs deliver
different relationships between current
density and efficacy as drive current changes.
The phenomenon that all lnGaN LEDs fall in
efficiency at high current densities is called
"droop". Droop is important in a practical
sense because it forces tradeoffs between
total lumen output, cost, LED count and
efficiency. But some LED designs fall more
quickly than others. So to understand how
new lab results may ultimately impact the
performance of a real product, the results
must be reported at the drive current most
likely to be used, if not multiple current

www.electronicsworld .co.uk

levels.
For white LEDs, probably the second most
manipulated parameter is colour point - not
just correlated colour temperature (CCD, but
the exact (x,y) or (u', v') colour coordinates of
the LED. Since lumens are a function of
human eye sensitivity and efficacy is a
function of lumens, as the colour of an LED
drifts into spaces where the human eye is
more sensitive, the efficacy can improve
substantially. Even within "white " , drifting
off the blackbody radiation curve (the
Planckian locus) toward a green tint can add
15% or more to the lumen value and,
therefore, the efficacy of a tested LED. Of

LEOS

course, when you buy packaged LEDs from
your vendor this is not an issue; the current,
forward voltage and colour bin are specified
along with typical or minimum lumens. But
this is rarely the case with lab result
announcements. Since record efficacy claims
coming out of labs tend to be within a 15%
margin from the previous record, you don't
really know anything unless you know the
colour point of both lamps.
There are many other factors that interact
in complex ways to influence efficacy. For
example, because the lumen output of
nitride LEDs is affected by junction
temperature (Ti)- the temperature at the
point inside the die where the light is
generated - Ti has a substantial impact on
efficacy. Because power (watts) is the
denominator of the efficacy equation,
efficacy is affected by forward voltage. You
can safely assume that vendors are doing
their best to optimise these for the sake of
technological leadership in areas that are
important to their customers.
So, in order to interpret and make 'applesto-apples' comparisons between lab
statements about efficacy, you must know at
least the following test conditions:
(1) Die size in square millimeters, or total
area if multiple chips;
(2) Drive current, preferably multiple results
at different, relevant currents;
(3) Colour point in (x,y) or (u',v').
Anything less is just hype. •
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IAN PETER MACDONALD, SALES AND MARKETING DIRECTOR AT GREENLED LOOKS

AT THE RACE FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY CURRENTLY PLAYING OUT BETWEEN MANY
DIFFERENT LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES, SOME OF WHICH SEMICONDUCTOR-BASED

WINNER TAI<ES IT ALL?
A
paradox is currently playing out
in the lighting industry. Tungsten
and halogen bulbs have no place
at th e energy-efficie ncy table, as high
wattage bulbs are gradually being phased
out. With this in min d, there seems one
clear contender- the compact fluorescent
bulb (CF L) .
However, the media is waking up to the
dangers and inefficiencies of the CFL, but
despite this - the inhe rent problems of
poor light ing quality an d the fact many
people dislike them - the wide held be lief
is that regard less of its fla ws this
technology is the best on offer. Therefore,
it seems increasing ly evid ent that t here is
room for another tech nology and, up until
recently, th e case for the LED hasn't
clearly been heard.
This is partly because major
manufactu rers are stall ing LED
development despite being aware of its
advantages, leaving it to smaller lighting
companies to push the development of
high quality LEDs .
Althoug h the LED bulb looks a more
attractive ca ndidat e for the energy
conscious consumer longer-term, an
additional lack of understanding of its

LEOs are an excellent energy-efficient
alternative to halogen downlighters •perfect for task-orientated lighting
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potential blights the technology's overall
appeal.
John Allard, technical director at
Gloucestershire-based LED lighting
company called Greenled is adamant that
major lighting manufacturers are not fully
exploring the latest advances LED
technology has to offer, mainly because of
ongoing vested interests in CFLs.
"Major manufa ctu rers have invested a
great deal into developin g the CFL and , up
until now, it has suited them to ignore the
problems they bring," he says. " The main
prohibitive factor is that manufacturers are
able to produce CFLs chea ply thanks to
continued government subsidies, so
they're not offering consumers a viable
alternative technology, which offers the
same quality of light as the incandescent
bulb, is energy-efficient and
environ me ntally sound."
One on ly has to consider the vast

investment the European La mp Companies
Federation (ELC) has put into CFLs to
envisage just how detrimental an LED
overhaul would be to the industry's
financial balance. The ELC represents the
leading Eu ropean lamp manufacturers,
their 50,000 employees, 95 % of total
European lighting production and an
annual European turnover of €5bn .
According to the ELC's 'Strategy for
Domestic Lighting', the organ isation's
members have promoted CFLs for 25 years
and actively support the phase-out.
However, there can be little doubt that this
is based on the understand ing that CFLs
will prosper.
"The eight-year phase-out proposal is
designed to ensure that supply of efficient
cost-effective products can satisfy demand,
development and innovation. We have a
responsi bility to ensu re tha t consumers are
not faced with empty shelves .. . It is
www.electronicsworld .co.uk
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Some Energy
Statistics
According to 2006 records, in Europe
there were 280 million halogen
downlighters. Each emits 40 watts and
is on average used for 3000 hours a
year.
The mathematics of it is:
280,000,000 X 40 X 3000 = 3.36 X
1013
(280 X 40 X 3000 = 33,600,000 X
1,000,000 = 33, 600, 000, 000, 000) =
33 trillion 600 billion watt hours I 1000
= 33 billion 600 million kWhs =
34 billion kWh of energy are used per
year in Europe - from halogen
downlighters alone.
According to the Carbon Trust website
these figures translate as follows:
34 billon kwH in Europe pa from
halogen downlighters = 4 million
carbon tonnes.
Greenled's equivalent bulbs are only 5
watts:
280,000,000 x 5 x 3000 = 4.2 trillion
watt hours per year =
4.2 billion kWh per year = 0.5 million
carbon tonnes
30bn kWh of energy saved = £2.5
billion saved in costs

important to note that LED technology is
still in the very early stages of
development and, as such, there is a
strong possibility that lamps will be made
with a certain spectra l composition in the
future, hence alleviating some of the se
initial prob lems ." The recent media
backlash over the poiso nous content of
CFLs has raised general awareness of the
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long-term problems inherent in this
technology. Despite the 'sudden'
aware ness of CFLs' haza rdou s con tent,
they've always conta ined mercury and
noxious gases, but there hasn 't been as
high a vo lume of CFLs in the marketplace
before . Proper disposal is a complex
process and is set to become a major
problem.

- There are 1.4 billion CFLs in Europe,
according to 2006 figures. Each has
4mg of mercury.
1.4 billion x 4 = 5.6 billion mg of
mercury = 5,600,000,000 = 5,600,000g
= 5600kg of mercury - the same as
the annual carbon output of the
average household per year, or the
mass of the Eutelsat W?
communications satellite.
The addition of 1g of mercury into a
20-acre lake makes the entire lake's
fish unsafe for human consumption.
Exposure to very low doses of mercury
during vulnerable periods of brain
development can also prove harmful to
memory, verbal learning, vocabulary
and neuromotor function. According to
the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS), more than 60,000 US children
are born each year at risk for adverse
neurodevelopmental effects, including
poorer school performance, due to inutero exposure to mercury.
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Greenled Easy Does It
Greenled is an LED lighting supplier based in the UK. Amongst its product range are halogen
down lighters -a four watt LED designed to replace the popular 35 watt halogen bulb.
"Swapping a 50 watt halogen with a 5-watt LED will save a lot of money in the long run," says
Allard . "At present, we're able to replace 35 watt downlighters with our 4 watt version. A room
or a corridor with a dozen 35 watt downlighters is wasting nearly half a kilowatt of energy, as
90% of electricity is heat, not light. Five years ago electricity bills were not as high, but this
has changed and with electricity prices soaring, running halogen lights now costs considerably
more."
Greenled lights convert energy directly to light, in turn reducing energy wastage and costs.
These savings means that properly engineered LEOs are expensive and, due to the investment
needed, the financial benefits are more suitable for the commercial market in the short term.
However, Allard is adamant that eventually individual consumers will form a growing part of
Greenled's market.
"The biggest change for the LED, and consumer availability, will be government grants," he
explains. "The government's continued subsidy of CFLs ends within the next year. This will free
up money which we hope will pass on to LEOs, making them much more affordable."
For the meantime, Greenled realises that changing attitudes to high-tech energy-efficient
technology requires influencing key decision makers at a corporate level. However, the
company's products are already proving particularly attractive to facilities managers in the
hospitality sector.
Steve Day, facilities manager at Best Western Blunsdon House Hotel in Swindon, has been
using Greenled products for just over a year and is already reaping the benefits. He initially
carried out an energy audit on a single floor of the hotel on normal power for a month. A
month later, after installing Greenled lights he conducted another audit, revealing a 75% power
output saving.
"Greenled lights appeal to both the pocket and the conscience," says Day. "We've already seen
dramatic reductions in our costs and energy use. Greenled's Antares lights offer the same
illumination quality as halogen and yet save over 30 watts of energy output per bulb. "
These concerns are not encountered
with LEOs. Essentially LEOs are electron ic
devices that emit lig ht; they are not light
bulbs per se . They are 80% alumin ium and
also contain silicon and a few other
discreet electronic parts, so, not harmful as
the co mponents are in fluorescent light
techno logies . In addition, they are much
more durable than glass bulbs and don't
break easily. Because of their robust
composition, LEOs are extremely resi lient.
However, because of the largely
incompetent mass-produced LEOs, the
quality stigma remains, affecting the LED's
reputation as a viable light sou rce .
" The electronics behind the LED can be
their downfall and that's the area we've
looked at in greatest detail, making sure
that our technology is of the highest
quality," Allard exp lains.
Driving Efficiently
To achieve optim um brightness, the ch ip
inside the LE D light has to be driven
efficiently, particularly here in the UK
26
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where the mains vo ltage has frequent dips
and surges, which inevitably causes poorly
eng in eered LEOs to fai l.
From a technical po int of view, LEOs are
design ed to be curre nt-dependent. Th is
means that the higher the current, the
harder the LED is driven. In other words, it
may emit a brighter light output, but its
lifespan will be correspond ingly shortened
and its overall efficiency lowered . The ideal
solution is to design the LED in such a way
that the driving techno logy adjusts the
voltage to obtain the optimum current to
make the LED wo rk at its greatest level of
efficiency.
LED li ghts can be powered at a variety
of different forward currents -anything
from 250mA to 2.5 Amps or even higher.
A coo l white 4A LED has been produced
already, with a consequently high level of
light output, however longevity was not
the primary objective.
Long -l ife LEOs need to be driven at
lower currents and re quire sophisticated
heat-sin k technology to dissipate the heat
that is naturally created in the illumination
process.
LEOs are sensitive to power fluctuations.
In westernised countries, the electricity
supply tends to run at between 11 0-230V
A/C. In the US the main s electricity supp ly
runs at the lower end of that spectrum at
11 OVA/C. In the UK, it is right up at the
other end at 230V. This allows less room
for manoeuvre when surges, dips and
t ran sient spikes occur across the electricity
grid system. These are inevitable as they
are usua lly caused by high energyconsumptive equipment (such as kettles,
microwaves or fluorescents) being
switched on nearby or by motorised
equipment (such as lifts) being used, all of
which draw significantly from the grid and
cause the supply to suddenly alter from
the norm .
To counteract these fluctuations and
maintain smoothly ope rating LED lights, it
is necessa ry to regu late the mains f low.
Some produ cts have switch mode powe r
sup ply techn ology built in, which instantly
protects the LED from being suddenly over
or under-powered and thereby fa iling .
"The inherent prob lem is that the harder
the LED is driven, the more heat is
generated, " explains Allard . "At Green led
we've aimed to resolve this by not dri ving
the LED too hard and by putting very
reliab le electronics in at the back end. " •
www.electronicsworld.co.uk
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IN THIS ARTICLE, BF\l!~N LA'vV, FIELD APPLICATION ENGINEER AT FAIRCHILD
SEMICONDUCTOR, OVERVIEWS SOME OF THE PREVALENT APPROACHES TO
DRIVING LEOS AND THEN TAKES A CLOSER LOOK AT SOME OF THE MORE
EXOTIC WAYS

POWERING LEDS IN
PORTABLE APPLICATIONS
riving LEDs has quickly become an
increasingly important application of
power conversion techniques in
modern battery-operated equipment. Along
with the need for much high-efficiency and
lower-quiescent current come somewhat
more subtle requirements like LED
matching, dimming, white colour balance
and others.
There are some fundamental architectural
questions too, like whether to connect the
LEDs in series or in parallel and whether to
do a high-side or a low-side disconnect.
Their specific implementations take on
various shades, like the well-known inductive
boost solutions and charge pump doublers.
Riding somewhat unnoticed alongside are
fractional charge pumps, 4-switch buckboost solutions and multiplexed inductor
solutions. The latter, also cal led "SIMO", for
single inductor multiple output, is expected
to play an increasingly important role in the
future as white LED backlights give way to
more complex RGB counterparts.
The trend in portable products is bent
toward increasingly more multi-media
applications. This trend has mandated the
use of higher resolution displays with
millions of colours. The traditional methods
used to light the display was the vacuum
fluorescent bulb but, recently, the most
widely adopted method of lighting these
displays has been the use of LEOs.
LEDs are much smaller in size, which is
beneficial for portable products, and they
consume less power. They are also far more
reliable compared to vacuum fluorescent.
Maintaining a consistent light intensity and
colour presents the biggest challenge
associated with this lighting method.
Understanding how white LEDs function wi ll
provide clues as to how to assure the
intensity and colour are consistent.
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Figure 1: Relative luminous intensity vs forward current

LED Operation
Because an LED is a semiconductor it has
unique characteristics when compared to
other lighting sources. The most notable
characteristic is the non-linear relationship
between current and light intensity. Figure
1 illustrates this relationsh ip for some
typica l LEDs.
The second most notable characteristic is
the forward voltage drop associated with
an LED. Unlike an incandescent bulb, an
LED is not a purely resistive load . The
magnitude of the forward voltage varies
with the colour of the LED . A typical red
LED has a forward voltage of 2.2V and a
typical green LED has a forward voltage of
3.1 V. The white LEDs and the blue LEDs
have the same forward voltage which
typical ly is 3.3V.

Providing a consistent voltage and current
to these LEOs in a portable device presents a
challenge . The power supply needs to adapt
to the decreasing battery voltage, otherwise
the light intensity will vary with the battery
voltage. These devices require a very specific
power supply.
Driver Alternatives
There are three common architectures that
are used to maintain both, a constant
current and a constant voltage for LEDs. The
first of these is an inductive boost regulator
with the LEDs in a serial configuration . The
second architecture is the same inductive
boost with the LEDs in a parallel
configuration . The last architecture is a
capacitive charge pump. There are
advantages to each of these architectures,
Electronics World - June 08
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Figure 2: Inductive boost regulator
but only one of them will provide the most
benefit to a given application.

* Inductive Boost Regulator:
The basic operation of the inductive boost,
such as the FAN5608 from Fairchild, utilises
the current storage capability of an inductor.
An inductor resists changes in current flow,
both negatively and positively. That resistance
affects the voltage drop across the device.
This is expressed as the following ratio :

The simple schematic provides an
illustration of how the boost converter
functions. The transistor turns on to start the
current f lowing in the inductor. Then the
transistor is turned off. Since the current
cannot instantaneously decrease to zero, it
continues to f low through the diode. The
current gradually decreases, so dildt becomes

negative resulting in a negative voltage
across the inductor.
Using Kircho kff's Voltage Law, the output
voltage can be calculated .

This can be rearranged as:

1-D
where D is the on duty cycle . Since D can
range from 0 to 1, the output voltage will
always be higher than the input voltage .
The output voltage is directly proportional
to the duty cycle, so in order to produce a
higher voltage the duty cycle needs to
increase. (The FAN5608 uses this method to
increase the input voltage to as high as 18V.
That allows for up to four to five LEDs in
series. The FAN5608 can also produce up to
40mA for a parallel configuration.)

* Capacitive Charge Pump
A charge pump uses capacitors to store
energy and boost the input voltage by a
factor of 1, 1.5 or 2. Using an array of
switches and a clock the capacitors are
alternatively charged in paral lel and
discharged serially to produce a boost in
the output voltage. This is better explained
by Figure 4 .
The maximum output voltage of this
regulator is dependent upon the number of
capacitors and the time allotted for
charging and discharging . (The Fairchild
FAN5607 utilises two capacitors and has
three modes, 1X, 1.5X and 2X. This part
can provide up to 30mA through each of
four white LEDs over an input voltage
range of 2.4V to 5.5V.)
LED Topology
With an inductive boost converter the LEDs
can be either serially driven or parallel
driven. The serial array assures that the
cu rrent through all LEDs is identical which
assures the same intensity. The unfortunate
necessity associated with a serial array is
the output voltage of the driver must equal
or exceed the summation of the forward
voltages of all the LEDs. In some
applications that can be as much as 24V.
That higher voltage requires the use of a
silicon process that has a breakdown
volta ge in excess of 24V, which typically
impacts the cost of the part.
Secondly, the efficiency of a boost
converter suffers as the output voltage
increases. Figure 6 demonstrates the
variation in power requ ired by three
different topolog ies to produce the same
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Figure 3: The FAN5608 uses the inductive boost regulator method
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Figure 4: Capacitive charge pump
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FAN5607
GND

Figure 5: The FAN5607 uses two capacitors and has three modes, 1X, 1.5X and 2X

amount of light from four white LEDs . If
efficiency is a primary concern, the seria l
topology is not the appropriate choice .

Figure 6: Table of vanation in power
reqwred by three d1fferent topologies to
produce the same amount of !Jght from
four white LEOs

voltage is dependent on the number of
charge capacitors used. There are some
benefits associated w ith cha rge pumps.
Typically they requ ire less board space
because the capacitors can be a small as an
0402 package size. This can be a compelling
feature, especially when the end product is a
portable device.
The added benefit for portable radios is
the lower EMI generated. Even with a
sh ielded inductor, the inductive boost
regulators generate more EMI noise than th e
typical charge pump . This is an importa nt
consideration in portable receivers such as a
cellular phone . The FAN5607 generates very
little EMI noise, which makes it ideal for
driving the white LEDs in a mobile phone
display. If board space and EMI are not a
concern, a charge pump may not be the
appropriate solution . The tradeoff for
smaller size is efficiency. The charge pump is
not the most efficient boost regulator, so it
is important to consider thi s impact when
calcu lating th e power draw on the battery.

Although the converter doesn 't need to
boost the voltage very high (i .e. 3.3V) to
drive a parallel array, a para llel topology
requires current regulation for each LED.
Since the intensity of an LED varies with
current, the current in all of the LEDs needs
to be mat ched in order to have consistent
intensity from each LED. This adds
complexity and cost to the system .
The adva ntage of the parallel topology is
the efficiency. The data shown in Figure 6
on the FAN5608 in the parallel mode and
serial mode ind icates the efficiency is
slightly better in the parallel mode.
Charge pumps are prima rily restricted to
driving a parallel array beca use the output

Dimming Methods
It can be beneficial to vary th e intensity of
the lighting for either power consumption
or aesthetic value. There are two common
methods for dimming LEDs. The f irst
method is a simple regulation of the
current. Sma ll changes in current create
small chan ges in the intensity of an LED .
That makes this a very easy process to
control.
The second method is to use a pulse
width modulated clock to vary the ON duty
cycle of the LEDs. The average current
through the LEDs is lowered as the duty
cycle is decreased . The key consideration
with this method is the frequency of the

Power In (mW)
Input VoltageFAN5607

FAN5608

FAN5608

Charge Pump

in Parallel Mode in Serial Mode

Input Power

Input Power

4.2

140.7

105

107.1

4.1

11 4.8

105.78

106.6

Input Power

4.0

107.2

103.2

105.4

3.9

70.98

103.35

104.715

3.6

102.96

102.96

104.04

3.5

98 .7

103.6

104.3

3.4

97.58

105.06

105.4

3.2

460.8

104.96

106.88

3.1

316.2

104.78

108.81

3.0

294

107.1

107.7

Average

180

105

106
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clock . The frequency needs to be high
enoug h that no f lickering is perceived.
Genera lly, 1kHz or higher is sufficient. Both
linear regulation and pu lse width
modulation have an affect on the colou r of
a white LED, but they have an opposite
affect.
The vast majority of white LEDs are
simply a blue LED that has been coated
with phosphor. The electrons in the
phosphor are excited by the short
wavelength light and they radiate a white
light. The colour, or chromaticity, of a white
LED will change as a result of a change in
light amplitude, peak wavelength, or the
shape of the spectrum. These will change
as the junction temperature changes.
Employing a linear current regulation
dimming method wil l cause the wh ite LED
to become more yellow, beca use the
phosphor becomes more efficient as the
current decreases. Employing a pulse width
modulation dimming method wil l cause the
LED to become bluer, because the phosphor
becomes less efficient. This effect is due to a
shift in the peak wavelength to a shorter
wavelength .
Both, the FAN5607 and the FAN5608,
allow for the implementation of either
dimming method . They each allow for a
varying analogue input that will linearly
regulate the current. Both parts have an
'enable' that can be pu lsed to turn the
output on and off. The ideal dimming
method wou ld employ a combination of
both methods to minimise the colour sh ift.

Efficient Lighti ng
The use of LEDs is an efficient method to
light the display in portable devices . Since
their essence is a semiconductor, they
require unique means of regulation .
Charge pum ps and inductive boost
regulators provide the best source of power
but there are advantages to each that
should be considered for a specific
application . The importa nce fo r efficiency,
minima l EMI radiation and smaller size will
indicate the appropriate driver to use.
Another important factor is the dimming
method . The combination of pulse width
modulation and linear regulation provides a
consistent dimm ing method while
minimising the shift in colour. Providing
consistent light from LEDs is not a
challenge, but the solution should be
tailored to the appl ication so the maxim um
benefit ca n be realised . •
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TONY ARMSTRONG,
PRODUCT MARKETING
MANAGER IN THE
POWER PRODUCTS
GROUP AT LINEAR
TECHNOLOGY
ADDRESSES THE
DESIGNER'S DILEMMA
OF THE BEST LIGHTING
TO USE IN DISPLAYS
AND HOW TO DRIVE
THOSE
he LED driver ICs used to drive
white LEDs commonl y found in
the backlighting of small displays
in many handhe ld battery-powered
portable products represent approximately
50% of the total LED driver market.
However, thi s application has matured
and does not have significant
compounded annual growth rates
(CAG Rs) over the next five years.
The three largest market segments with
growth rates far greater than that of the
handhe ld backlighting market segment
for LED li ghting applications are
automotive headlamp illumination,
followed by large LCD TV and, fina lly,
general-purpose lighting .
Nevertheless, calendar 2007 was a
pivotal year for the adoption of LEDs into
what will become a mainstream business
for many analogue IC suppliers . During
the cou rse of the last twelve months,
some key metrics were met by the LEDs
themse lves, which will translate into a

T

ILED1

500mNDIV
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5V/DIV
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Figure 1: LT3476 PWM/LED current
waveforms
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RGB VERSUS
WHITE LEOSTHE TRADEOFFS
sig nificant increase in the demand for the
LED drive r ICs necessary to power them in
all kinds of end applications .
But, despite these significant advances,
more can be done in terms of the
efficiency of energy conversion, thermal
management and production costs. For
example, LED efficiency has made
dramatic gains. These improvements result
from better light generation (> 100
lumens/Watt) within the chip and a better
means of extracting the li ght from the
chip and its package . Simi larly, the se lling
price of 20mA white LEDs ha s made
substantial reductions . When initially
introduced, volume prices were a nominal
$1 . Today, it is possible to purchase these
20mA white LEDs for less than 20 cents in
high volumes .

Some LED Light Output Basics
All of these advances have not only fueled
the adoption of LEDs as a lighti ng source
in different applications, but have also
sim ultaneously driven the demand for LED
driver ICs to power them. To understand
the obstacles for the design and
manufacture of these LED driver ICs, it is
necessary to understand what a white LED
requires in order to produce light.
A white LED must be driven by a
consta nt current source so that the white
point of the light does not shift, that is it
must be uniform . Furthermore, since the
white LED is a diode, its interna l forward
voltage (Vf) drop has to be overcome. This
Vf varies w ith the current rating of the
wh ite LED and will also change with
temperature . A typical 20mA white LED
has a Vf that varies between 2.5V and
3.9V over the entire operating
tempe rature range .
Most appl ications use more than one
white LED and can also have these LEDs
configured in parallel, in series, or a
co mbination of both, for example, parallel

strings of LED s in series . This means that
white LED driver ICs must be capable of
delivering sufficie nt current and voltage
for the specific configuration of LEDs, and
in a conversion topology which satisfies
both the input vol tage range and required
output voltage and current requirements .

The Designer's Dilemma
Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lights (CCFLs)
used to backlight disp lays have a limited
colour spectrum and also lack colour
vivi dness; whe rea s an RGB LED actua lly
expands the range of visib le light.
Furthermore, CCFLs exhibit about 80 %
of the National Television System
Committee (NTSC) defined colours, while
RGB ca n reveal up to 11 0% of the NTSC
colour spectrum, enabling a more
accurate representation of images on the
screen. The largest possible colour
spectrum is achieve d by using three
monochromatic lig ht sources such as red,
blue and green lasers (RGB).
On the other hand , white LED
backlighting is well -suited for handheld
and mobile display pane ls since they have
small form -facto rs, are simpler to drive,
are less sensitive to mechanical stress and
have twice the life expectancy when
com pared to CCFL. However, white LED s
sha re the same disadvantage in co lour
spectrum as CCFL because a white LED is
equivalent to a broadband light source. A
white LED is a blue diode covered with
phosphor to convert a po rtion of the blue
light to yellow light. This combined
spectrum is perceived as white light.
Nevertheless, RGB LEDs come closer to
delivering a narrow-band spectrum at a
fraction of the cost of monochromatic
light so urces. Not only do RGB LED s
improve the colour spectrum, but they
also improve efficiency as well because
RGB LEDs only emit optical energy as
needed - red, green and blue .
www.electronicsworld.co.uk
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Figure 2: The LT3476

Broadband light sources such as wh ite
LEDs and CC FL have a re latively high
presence of unwanted co lours that
deteriorate the colour spectrum and
therefo re cause a loss in efficiency. Since
individual colours can be driven
independently, the white point, or the
colour temperature of an RGB LED , ca n be
correcte d - whereas both CCFLs and
white LEDs have a fixed white point.
As a result, many designers face a
di lemma when deciding on how to
backl ight their LCD panels. Should they
use white LEDs or shou ld th ey use an RGB
light source which has a purer white lig ht ?
Part of their answer to t his question lies in
yet another question: "What are the issues
associated with driving either of these
light sources?"
There is no doubt that white LED drivers
and RGB drivers differ from each other. For
example an inductorless low noise LED
driver IC designed to drive low-profile RGB
LEDs in portabl e electro nic device disp lays
or general backli ghtin g applications has
different performance criteria versus a
standard white LED drive r IC. This is due to
the fact that an RGB LED ha s a different
www.electronicsworl d.co.uk

forwa rd voltage than that of a white LED,
t hus requi ri ng a different IC architecture.
Typically, an RGB LED driver will have a
single-wire ON/OFF interface and three
individual resistor-p rogrammable LED
current sources to control dimming and
brightness. Furthermore, a "white" mode
would be used to optimise the red, green
and blue LED current ratios fo r optima l
white colour when all three RGB LEDs are
programmed ON .

Cost Implications of RGB versus
White LEOs
The select ion of either an RGB or wh ite
LED as a bac klightin g so urce may be
applicab le based upon specific endproducts' requ irements. Nevertheless, it is
justified to use RGB LEDs instead of white
LEDs due to the expanded colour
spectrum th at significantly imp roves
picture quality, because consumers wi ll
pay a premium for colour vividness when
deciding between LCD TV mode ls, for
example .
However, using RGB LEDs involves a
larger, more complex and more costly
solutio n. Thus, in app li ca t ions w here the

expanded colour spectrum is not going to
allow the end prod uct to have a price
prem ium, the white LED solution as the
backlighting source is an acceptable one.

Dimming Considerations
Traditionally, dimming of LEDs has been
done by adjusting the forward current
flowing in the LEDs via a DC signal or a
filtered PWM. Reducing the LED curre nt
adjusts the intensity of the LED light
output; but a change in forward curren t
also cha nges the colo ur of the LED as the
chromaticity of the LED changes with the
current.
Many applications, such as automotive
and LCD TV backlighti ng cannot tolerate
any shift in the colour of the LED. Wide
dimming ranges are needed in these
applicatio ns because of the different light
vari ation s in the ambient environment and
the fact that the human eye is sensitive to
minor changes in light inten sity.
Controlli ng the intensity of the LED via
app lying a PWM signa l all ows dimming of
the LED without chang ing the colour.
There's a product ca ll ed "True Colour
PWM dimming " that dims an LED via a
Electronics World - June 08
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PWM signal. It essentially involves turning
the LED on and off at full current at the
PWM frequency (see Figure 1). The
human eye has a limit of 60 frames per
second. By increasing the PWM frequency,
80Hz to 1OOHz for example, the eye can
be deceived into believing that the pulsed
light source is continuously on .
Additionally, by modulating the duty
cycle (amount of "on-time"), the intensity
of the LED can be controlled . The colour
of the LED remains unchanged in this
scheme since the LED current value is either
zero or a constant value. Many LCD TV
designers are requiring dimming ratios of
upward of 3,000:1 to adjust to a wide array
of ambient lighting conditions.

Practical Driver Solutions
One example of an RGB LED driver wou ld
be Linear Technology's LT3476 Quad LED
driver. Each channel of the LT3476 can
drive up to 8 1A LEDs in series (red, green,
blue or white), enabling the device to drive
up to 32 x 1A LEDs while delivering
32
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efficiencies of up to 96% (see Figure 2).
Each of the four cha nnels is sepa rately
operated by a True Colour PWM signa l,
enab ling them to be dimmed
independently to ratios as high as 1000:1.
The LT347 6 senses output current at the
high side of the LED enabling buck, buckboost or boost configurations. With an
external sense resistor, the user programs
the output current range of each channel.
Each of the four independent driver
channels utilises an internal 1.5A, 36V NPN
switch. In addition, its thermally-enhanced
Smm x 7mm QFN package offers a very
compact solution footprint for 1OOw LED
applications commonly found in large LCD
TVs.
Another example is the inductorless low
noise LED driver IC designed to drive lowprofile RGB LEDs in portable electronic
device displays and lighting applications.
RGB LEDs have different forward voltages
than white LEDs, thus requiring a different
IC architecture. The LTC3212 is capable of
driving three LEDs at up to 25mA each from

a wide input voltage range of 2.7V to S.SV
and is optimised for single cell Li-lon/Polymer
battery applications (see Figure 3).
The LTC321 2 has a single-wire ON/OFF
interface and three individual resistorprogrammable LED current sources to
con trol dimming and brightness. White
mode optimises the red, green and blue LED
cu rrent ratios for optimal white colour when
all three RGB LEDs are programmed ON.
Quiescent current in standby mode current
is only 400uA, maximising battery run -time.

Additional Design Complexity
Even though more RGB LEDs, and therefore
RGB LED drivers, might be needed to
backlight a display when compared to white
LEDs, the colour spectrum and more
accurate colour image are worth the
additional design comp lexity.
Thus, the designers are left the classic
'cost versus performance' design trade-off
when making the decision between RGB
versus white LEDs for their backlighti ng
needs. •
www.electronicsworld .co.uk
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RESONATORS

CATCHING UP WITH
CRYSTALS
eramic resonators have always been
the more cost-effective alternative to
quartz crystal osci llators . The latest
technology and materials developments
mean the performance of modern ceram ics
is gaining ground on crysta ls.
It used to be the case that in the
automotive sector, ceramic resonators were
thought of primarily as low-cost timing
elements for microcontroller clocks, where
tolerance could be overlooked in favour of
size and price. But advances in materials
and process technology have improved the
performa nce of these devices, so they are
now finding their way into automotive local
area networks (LANs).
An automotive LAN is typically composed
of a controller area network (CAN) bus
joining together several electronic control
units (ECUs). A CAN bus cannot tolerate
high levels of jitter, and the wide
temperature range experien ced in
automotive applications complicates things
further.
Other applications for timing devices in
cars include receivers for remote keyless
entry (RKE) systems, which demand fast
start-u p to preserve battery life.

C

Piezoelectric Materials
Both crystals and ceramic materials exhibit
the piezoelectric effect. This is a property of
the materia l whereby applying an electri c
field resu lts in its physica l distortion .
Conversely, when the field is removed, the
materia l will return to its original shape,
which generates a voltage . This vibration
produces an electrical signal with precise
ampl itude and frequency, which can be
used as stable clock signal.
A metric known as the electromechan ical
coupling fa ctor indicates th e efficiency of
the piezoelectric material's conversion
between electrical and mechanical energy.
It is four or five t imes higher for ceramics
than for crystals, that is, ceramic resonators
can produce oscillations four or five times
larger in magnitude for the same drive
voltage. This means that ceram ics can be
mounted more rigidly and still produce

www.electronicsworld.co.uk

KAZUTAKA HORI,
PRODUCT MANAGER
FOR PIEZOELECTRIC
PRODUCTS AT MURATA
CONSIDERS THE CASE
FOR CERAMIC
RESONATORS VERSUS
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO
AUTOMOTIVE
APPLICATIONS
adequate signal levels. As a result, they are
less susceptibl e to external shock and
vibration damage .

Start-Up Time
After initially applying the drive voltage, the
time it takes for oscillation s to reach full

magnitude in the device is called the startup time. This is an important factor fo r
oscillators used in RF receive rs for remote
keyless entry systems. Powered by the car
battery, these receivers poll for a
transm ission from the key fob intermittently
to save power.
The ca r batt ery may seem huge
compared to the power consumed by the
receiver, but when you consider that it is
polling frequently and that the car may be
switched off for weeks at a time, this draw
on the battery becomes significant. It's,
therefore, important that each poll
operation is completed as quickly as
possible, which is where the fast start-up
resona tors come in . Most of the ampl ifiers
in the receiver can come online in a
relative ly short time, but until recently the
resonator start-up time has been a limiting
factor.
Cera mic resonators have been developed
that start up ten times faster than a crystal
resonato r. In recent tests, a typical crysta l
oscillator was found to have a start-up time
of approximately 0.78ms. Compare this to
the start-up time of a Murata Ceralock

/Start-up Time : about 0.04ms

CSTCEBMOOG55A- RO
JC : 74HCU04
VDD +5V

=
Rd =680Q

Cll = CL2 = 33pF
V : lV I Div.
H : 200 J1 sec. I Div.

IC : 74HCU04
VDD +5V

=

=CL2 =15pF
Rd =680Q

Cll

V : lV I Div.
H : 200 J1 sec. I Div.

Figure 1: Companson of start-up time charactensttcs
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ceramic resonator oscillating at the same
frequency, and the difference is substantia l
(see Figure 1). The ceramic part has a startup time of just 0.04ms .

Size and BOM
Through improvements in processing
methods and development of new
materials, ceramic chip resonators are now
ava ilable in packages as small as 0805 (3 .2
x 1.2mm). Ceramic resonators are about
half the size of their quartz counterparts .
It's also important to note that most
ceramic resonators have bu ilt-in load
capacitors - they incorporate the two
capacitors needed for a Colpitts or Pierce
oscillation circuit, saving space and
reducing the system bill of materials (BOM).
In crystal oscillator circuits, an external
resistor is often used to protect the crystal
from extreme drive voltages, since they
experience a breakdown of their
piezoelectric properties under these
circumstances . This isn't the case for
ceramics, so the protective resistor ca n be
eliminated, reducing component cou nt
further.
Tolerance
Resonator tolerance gives a measure of the
accuracy of its output frequency. Tolerance
can be defined as initial tolerance (the
tolerance of the part dependent on
material properties), temperaturedependent tolerance and aging effects . The
part's overall tolerance is the sum of the
three.
Data sheet tolerances usually refer to the
initial tolerance; it is necessary to get a
measure of all three parts to determine the
overall frequency changes that the
component may exhibit over the lifeti me of
the application .
In conventional ceramic resonators,
temperature-dependent tolerance usually
dominates the overall tolerance figures .
These parts exhibited large swings in
output frequ ency vs temperature, mea ning
their overall tolerance is between ± 1 and
±2 %. While th is is sufficient for most
microcontroller clock applications, it
prevents their use in car communication
networks.
In order to achieve tighter tolerances for
ceramic parts, new materials have been
developed that have better temperature
characteristics. Where conventional
products had a frequency shift of around
±0.4% over the range -40 to 125degC,
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using the new material this has been
brought down to ±0.13% over the same
range . Murata specifies operation of its
parts up to 125degC as standard for
automotive applications, with some parts
available up to 150degC.
Improvements in ceramic processing
technology have also reduced the initial
tolerance and the frequency aging
substantially. The overa ll frequency
tolerance of some of the most recent
ceramic resonators is less than ±0.3%,
compared to .±1 % for earlier devices. This
much improved accuracy means ceramic
components are approaching quartz crystals
in performance and are now a viab le choice
for timing in automotive LAN systems.

Jitter
Jitter is the unwanted fluctuation of a clock
signal , typical ly caused by thermal noise,
phase noise and spurious noise. Since
crystal shave traditionally had tighter
tolerances than their ceramic counterparts,
it has often been assumed that ceramic
pa rts exhibited higher jitter.

In fact, research has shown that this is
not the case . In tests comparing ceramic
and crystal parts, short-term jitter (period
jitter) proved to be almost identical for both
types, at around 1Oppm at 8MHz. The CAN
bus architecture is particularly intolerant of
jitter; ±0.15 to ±0.5% is the maximum
overall frequency tolerance allowable .
In the past, th is limited designers to
quartz crystals . More importantly for CAN
bus applications, long-term jitter also
proved to be very similar for both types of
resonator.

Moving with the Times
Improvements in cera mic materials have
made ceramic resonators viable in many
applications where quartz crystals would
previously have been specified . The smaller
size, reduced externa l component count
and greater ruggedness of ceramic
resonators all contribute to their increased
adoption in automotive and other
applications requiring high accuracy clocks
for microcontrollers. The lower cost of
ceramic resonators is an added bonus. •
www.electron icsworld.co.uk
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AS THE WORLD OF DEVICE NETWORKING EVOLVES AND TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES,
USERS AND MANUFACTURERS ALIKE ARE CALLING FOR MORE COMPLETE SOLUTIONS
THAT OFFER UBIQUITOUS REACH, SAYS MARK PROVVTEN , SENIOR PRODUCT
MARKETING MANAGER AT LANTRONIX

PUTriNG THE PIECES
TOGETHER FOR TOTAL
INFORMATION CONVERGENCE
here are several trends shaping the
future of machine-to-machine
(M2M) technology, including the
move toward true autonomous control of
networked equipment and a greater level of
intelligence built into the machine
infrastructure. But, what may have the
greatest impact- actively propelling the
M2M market toward substantial growth will be the convergence of technolog ies that
wi ll enable an end-to-end solution for device
control.

T

disparate technologies needed to make M2M
a reality. There is also uncertainty about the
results and ROI (return on investment) of
implementing these solutions.
There is no doubt that the technologies
required to make M2M a reality is readily
available, from hardware to software, user
interface to server side applications. What has
been missing is a single source to unify
implementation . By putting all the pieces
together, suppliers will inevitably create more
advanced systems that make it easier to share

information. For suppliers, this wou ld mean
finally demonstrating the significance of
M2M. For users, it would mean having an
" all-access pass " to access all the benefits of
the M2M through connectivity.
The first step to moving toward total
information convergence is the adoption of
device networki ng technology with in the
market. While this has been achieved, the
next step is for suppliers to provider the other
piece of the puzzle. Once this has been
achieved, vendors will be more likely to stick

The Future of Machine Connectivity
For the past few years, ana lysts have touted
M2M as a rapidly-growing market full of
promise. Technologies such as web services,
XML data schemas and RFID were expected
to impact the market's growth, as is remote
device server technology which effectively
enables M2M communications and is the
foundation for distributed device intelligence.
The market for M2M is ripe with possibi lity
due to the convergence of four major trends:
0 The omnipotence of the Internet now

connects everyone and everything quickly
and easily.
0 Users now expect continuous access to
information.
0 Users now recogn ise the need for and
value of real-time information sharing .
0 Technological advancements have lead to
a reduction in both the size and cost of
networking hardware and software.
But even with the huge expectations
surrounding it, the M2M market has seen
slower than expected growth . Th is is largely
due to the fact that companies see the
difficulties and risk of designing with
www.electronicsworld.co.uk

Figure 1: Basic equivalent circuit of capacitor
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Figure 2: Users must be able to easily establish two-way communication that works without
weakening the firewalls
with the same supplier, creating long-term
partnerships that will drive the creation of
complete solutions and grow confidence in
M2M. Beyond that, suppliers can work
together to create total solutions that will
gain wider acceptance of the M2M promise .
M2M Application Possibilities
Remote device management via device
servers allows users to proactively monitor
usage and performance of equipment from
anywhere, anytime. The ideal solution is one
that is fully-automated, programmable and
ubiquitously available to users. It should also
be an effective end-to-end system that is
capable of managing the complexities and
inherent risks of implementing a
comprehensive M2M solution based on
otherwise incompatible devices.
With autonomous device control, users
have the ability to anticipate and even
prevent problems before they occur. When a
problem does exist, they can remotely
identify and diagnose it before deploying
technicians, making repairs more efficient.
In some cases, problems or actions that
would typically be addressed by a technician
or require human intervention cou ld actually
be hand led automatically by networked
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equ ipment in real time.
The ability to utilise existing web tools to
automate reporting and centralise device
management leads to more efficient
processes. Beyond internal operations, the
application of remote autonomous device
control can result in improved service for
customers, thereby enhancing customer
relations. Results are generated more quickly
due to remote access to controls for
problem detection, stream lin ing of diagnosis
and repair, and the ability to partner with
others to troubleshoot issues more
efficiently.
Service management can also be
improved through reporting tools,
dashboards and metrics. Having access to
usage and equipment monitoring data
enables preventative maintenance, saving
organisations from unnecessary downtime.
Real-World Applications and
Technologies
As the promise of M2M states, the better
technology gets, the more machines will
begin to interact directly with each other
and the network requ iring less human
intervention . Virtually everything that has
anyth ing to do with information

management and control is now becoming
Internet or Ethernet connected, meaning
that machines are already working together.
The efficiency this provides is phenomena l a huge leap from the way businesses
worked even a few years ago. Consider the
following example, which illustrates the use
of device servers for mainta ining secu rity in
a facility.
Most large facilities have a number of
security cameras placed in critical areas
throug hout their premises, which are
generally connected to the network or
Internet via device server technology. With
the use of these device servers and
networking technology, security guards can
monitor all cameras remotely.
If an incident occurs, the security guards
are notified, at which time they have the
opportu nity to manually locate the specific
camera recording the incident and zoom in
for more information. When a
programmable device server is connected to
the cameras, the security system can
incorporate programs that will automatically
pan and zoom the camera if a person wa lks
by the camera , and, as defined by the user,
not on ly trigger an alarm but initiate other
associated events such as turning on the
lights or reporting the identity based on a
proximity reader or other identification
systems.
Users can also program the device server
to react to more than one event
simultaneously. For example, if a wire is cut,
or the door is not shut within the allotted
time, the device server can trigger an alarm
or notify security. The graphic in Figure 1
shows how this might work .
With convergence comes end-to-end
networking and commun ication . This means
that an alarm can trigger other actions
unrelated to the door to take place . For
example, it can send an email to employees
of a high security facility to lock down their
workstations. It can also signal security to
look for authorised personnel who shou ld
be walking through the doors at a given
time and those who tend to prop the door
open, then send an email to any violator's
management to assu re the event does not
repeat itself.
Technology for Total Convergence
Device networking provides the ability to
perform real-time diagnostics and repair,
automate the capturing of data and the
ability for the end user to be automatically
and immediately notified of a problem. This
can translate into improved efficiency,
www.electronicsworld .co.uk

Figure 3: The lntelltBox - 1/0 2100 from
Lantronix

reduced operating and maintenance costs
and maximise uptime. In addition,
networking can provide new service
opportunities which can result in additional
revenue streams.
This technology can effectively provide a
gateway to a total convergence of
information, providing a vehicle to connect
nearly any piece of equipment to be
managed from the desktop. In fact, device
servers are already making convergence a
reality today. With advanced technologies,
incoming data from an attached device can
be gathered and sent via email or RSS feed,
allowing hundreds of devices to be
simultaneously monitored from a single RSSenabled browser. In order to maximise the
potential for device server technology, the
following elements must be assured:
0 Cost-effectiveness - In order to make
M2M cost-effective for users, basic
embedded lnternet/Ethernet connectivity
must be achievable at less than $1 5 per
node.
0 Easy configuration - End users must be
able to easily configure a programmable
device server to monitor events and respond
with pre-determined, user-defined actions.
The majority of companies that design and
use embedded devices are not networking
specialists. Therefore, all hardware and
softwa re incorporated into a solution must
be as plug-and-play as possible. Quick
integration with the enterprise is also
essential.
0 Security - The device server must provide
full product connectivity and offer a highlysecure connection via enterprise-grade
networking security. This assures complete
confidence on all ends of the network, from
the end-user to their partners, customers
and anyone else with approved access.
0 Two-way communication - Users must
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be able to easily establish two-way
communication that works without
weakening the firewa lls (see Figure 2).
0 Scalability - Because connected devices
will continue to evolve or be added to the
network, scalability to support future
applications and equipment is crucial.
Embedded lnternet/Ethernet connectivity
should support a wide range of system
performance and power consumption
needs, and be operational in power hungry
machines and portable battery-powered
devices ali ke.
0 Reliability and stability - Access to
information is only as good as its
connectivity. Reliability, stabi lity and self
recovery become as important as data
provided.
0 Intelligence - Intelligence at the edge
allows for monitoring and initiating complex
events and autonomous interaction
between nodes or device servers.
Putting it All Together

As stated previously, the on ly way to take
M2M to the next level is for suppliers to
partner together to create comprehensive
end-to-end solutions. For example, a patient
bedside monitoring system may include the
followin g devices: device server, local
appliance for data storage, nurses station
display system, patient room display system,
remote server for offsite storage and record
keeping, diagnostic application, remote user
interface for doctors and tie in with
hospital's ILM system. In add ition,
knowledge of hospital networks, firewa lls,
software as service and managing secure
remote user are required to complete such a
solution .
This demonstrates how quickly a complete
solution becomes very complex and beyond

a single vendor today (note this is a
relatively simple solution example). This can
be overcome by collaboration and
partnership between different vendors
specialising in a subset of technologies
required . These include, but are not limited
to, connectivity hardware, device server
application, Graphical User Interfaces (G UI),
aggregating application, specialised storage
devices, local appliances for storage and
user interface, and interfaces to local
network including routers and firewalls.
When these elements are in place, device
server technology becomes the means to
connect the user to just about anything he
needs access to, and to share these
resources with others in his collective but
secured "community".
Total information convergence is both
necessary and technologically possible today
if suppliers can partner together to make
M2M a common goal. End-users now
understand and appreciate the value of
sharing information in real time, thanks to
the advancements in networking hardware
and softwa re, and the vast ubiquity of the
Internet.
Much like the convergence of features
and services that catapulted the Smartphone
market, M2M total convergence will take on
considerable importance as those suppliers
who support it provide OEMs with full endto-end solutions that give users the
freedom, flexibility and immediate remote
access to the intelligence they need. Once
that happens, M2M will go from being a
novelty that sets users apart from their
competition to becoming a necessity for
providing customers with the services they
require. And it won't take long. Remember
when the now-mandatory cell phone was
merely a luxury enjoyed by only a few or
only used for phone ca lls? iM2M anyone? •

Example of Autonomous Network
One example of autonomous network control is EventTrak technology from Lantronix.
EventTrak is scripting language which enables the ability to monitor events and take
appropriate action(s). When an event occurs, automatic pre-determined, user-defined
commands are sent to the equipment causing it to take appropriate and/or corrective actions
- all without any user intervention. Notification can be sent via email when an event is
detected and handled accordingly.
EventTrak allows users to specify "chain definitions" (series of events/ actions) that can be
not only be saved, stored and transferred from one device server to another but also allow
interaction between multiple device servers, providing a great deal of flexibility for largescale deployment (see Figure 2).
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EM Radiation from Bulbs
I read the 'Looking at Light Bulbs' article
in the March issue of Electronics World
(p43) with great interest. It should be
made compulsory reading for many of our
do-gooders.
Just two comments though : There
should be more stress on the low light
from the low energy bulbs. There are
some texts that I can only read with the
old tungsten bulbs.
You do not mention electro-magnetic
radiation from the 'new' bulbs . You can
test this yourself. Hold a portable rad io
near a bu lb and listen to the buzzing.
I'd just like to add : keep up the good
work!
Dennis Kaye
Chris Williams from the UK Displays &
Lighting (UKDL) Knowledge Transfer
Network replies:
Thank you for your letter about my article
on compact fluorescent lamps. Your
comments about the low light levels are
absolutely correct: when measuring the
number of lumens that you get out from
a Compact Fluorescent Lamp (C FL), and
which can then be delivered for the user
to perform a task, such as reading, it is
very often the case that the old
incandescent bulbs would perform better.
What this means in term s of com promise
for the average user is that if you are
replacing a 40 watt incandescent bu lb
with a CF L lamp for use in a reading
lamp, actually you would be better off
getting "the next size up" CFL that is
equivalent to a 60 watts or even 75 watt
incandescent bulbs.
Your other comment about the
electromagnetic radiation emitted from
the CFL bulbs is also completely correct.
The prob lem is caused by the need for the
lamp itself to be driven at a frequency of
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severa l ki lohertz, at a vo ltage of several
hundred vo lts to achieve a stable plasma
channe l.
The power supply circuit designs that
are used to create this high switching
frequency are very clever, but are also
built ve ry cheaply, wi th next to no
attempt to cut down or eli minate these
unwanted emissions, re su lting in these
low power lamps having a power factor
of around 0.5. This rotten power factor,
coup led with the chea p circuit design,
means that harmonics are fed back into
the mains supply of the house itself and
the lamp will also rad iate electromagnetic
inte rference .
It's interesting to note tha t if you buy a
higher power bulb of any techno logy
(more than 25 watts), it w ill have a
guaranteed power factor of better than
0.9- imposed by law- and that is you
haven't seen the problem before.
It is frustrating that the "new" technology
of CFLs that are supposed to be
"enviro nmenta lly friend ly" can actua lly be
imp lemented so poorly that it causes
electrical interference and doesn't allow
you to read properly.
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Checking for Lead
I was interested to read in the February
issue of El ectronics World ('Steering Clear
of Hybrid- Technology Boards' on page 11)
that measuring the acoustic properties of
the mou ld ing compound of a component
can give a clue as to if it is lead-free . The
writer admits that the method is not
tota lly certain.
Howeve r, in looking through the Rapid
Electron ics catalogue for 2007, I found
listed Lead Check swa bs . These can be
'rubbed' on the surface in question and
by a chemical reaction turn pink if lead is
present. This gives a direct test, w hich
must be more certain.
I have not tried them myse lf, but as
they come from a reputab le supp lie r, I am
sure they perform as stated .
Sebastian Linfoot
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Checking the Circuits
I looked at Figures 3 and 4 on pages 48
and 49 in the Microchip Tips and Tricks
section in the April issue of Electron ics
World magazine and was appalled.
Th ere should have been a prominent
warning about the use of circuits that
connect to mains volta ges without the
use of an isolating transformer. Such a
warn in g was always given in EW in times
past.
Th e lightweight comment under
'disadvantages' that the 'circuit is not
isolated from the AC lin e voltage wh ich
introduces safety iss ues' is both
irresponsible and unprofessional.
Isolating transformers exist for a very
good reason - they protect the user,
especia lly if t he circu it gets connected to
ground accidentally t hrough test
equipment or wo rse, through the user.
Furthermore, the circu it of Figure 4 will
destroy itse lf by getting extremely hot the resistors R1 and R2 will dissipate
nearly 30W each, which exceeds the 5W
rating shown by rather a large amount. It
see ms rather a waste to dissipate 60W to
sup ply the few mA at 5V required by a
PIC controller!
A smal l isolating transformer will
dissipate very little power; it will probab ly
use less space than two 30W resistors. It
might cost a couple of pounds more but it
is sa fe.
Doesn 't anyone review these
contributions before publication?
M Forbes MIET
www.electronicsworld .co.uk
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Editor Svetlana Josifovska replies:
Resources on Electronics World or on any
other technica l t itle are so minimal these
days (very much similar to what we see in
our industry) that we cannot check every
circuit in detail.
However, in each issue of the magazine,
at the very front, usually on page 5, we do
carry a disclaimer: "We work hard to
ensure that the information presented in
Electronics World is accurate. However, the
publisher will not take responsibility for
any injury or loss of earnings that may
result from applying information presented
in the magazine. It is your responsibility to
familiarise yourself with the laws relating
to dealing with your customers and
suppliers, and with safety practices
relating to working with electrical!
electronic circuitry - particularly as regards
electric shock, fire hazards and
explosions. "

Standing the Test of Time
I like Myk's column ('The trouble with
RF... '). He would be a very interesting
fellow to talk to. He's very informative.
Your editorials ('Editor's Comment')
bring to light current 'thinking/problems'
in the English electronics fields . I have
been retired many years now and I wasn't
going to renew my subscriptions to
Electronics World, but I can't let go ...
Keep up the good work!
I' m not confident that Gary Nevison's
columns will stand the test of time (I don't
mean Gary's column itself, but the RoHS
articles). Some materials li ke lead and

mercury may not be able to be comp letely
replaced by other materials.
I was designing/building experimenta l
(one off) devices and equipment that was
tested in aircraft, with physical size and
weight being just some of the constraints.
So, I started making experimental boards
to accept gull-winged components
(bending the through-hole legs). This was
the time when any surface mount
component had to be glued onto the PCB
before it was soldered . I would not have
that confidence with lead free solder.
Have lead-free soldered components
been put into space and survived? (I have
used tin lead solder, and cold weld
bonding that survives harsh treatment.)
Also with Gary's column on the WEEE
directive: There should be some place that
electron ic equipment can be recycled
(reclaim materials) that is not attached to
manufactures ' outlets i.e. shops . I have
many items that shou ld be 'recycled' but
the shops/manufacturers have gone out of
business, so where do we take it to? There
should be a depot in each town to take
these items . (I live in Australia .)
John Ingram
Gary Nevison from Farnell and author
of our RoHS column replies:
It is true that there is limited test data on
lead-free solder and it is clear that it has
different properties to lead-based solder.
However, the genera l feeling is that it is
no better or worse, just different.
As aircraft, trains, boats and space craft
etc do not fall within the scope of RoHS,
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then there has been no real need to put
lead-free 'into space'. Having said that,
there are examples of satellites that have
used lead-free with no resultant problems.
It was assumed by the Eu ropean
authorities - but never documented -that
categories 8 and 9 (medical and
monitoring and control instruments) were
original ly left out of scope because the
equipment needed total reliabil ity and
solder was a key element of assuring that.
However, there is now sufficient
confidence for the recommendation to
include these categories as part of the
review of scope that is currently taking
place.
In terms of WEEE, it is not a single
market directive, so implementation differs
in each European Member State.
Regarding shops and businesses going
out of business, the approach in the UK
would be that in the case of B2B
(business-to-business) WEEE, the last user
would be responsible for recycling; the
view could be different in other EU
countries. If B2C (business-to-consumer)
then the local civic amen ity facility, which
is basically the "depot in each town",
referred to in the letter, would be the
responsib le party.
As a f inal point, the current RoHS review
is likely to result in more restricted
substances with 46 plus a number of
flame retardants currently part of a
stakeholder consultation. While only one
or two are likely to be added to the scope,
further substance restrictions are inevitable
over the coming months and years .

CIRCUIT IDEAS

HARMONIC PHASE ANGLE
AND POWER FACTOR
MEASUREMENT
n seve ral powe r syste m instal lations
the loading conditions vary from t ime
to time resulting in chang ing of
reactive power and power factor. To
increase th e efficiency of utilisation of
power and energ y, power fact or
correctio n schemes are emp loyed and
followed in practice . For this requirement
the actua l power factor has to be
determined and then corrected
accordi ng ly.
The va riations in the loading systems,
especially the reactive elements, cause
the origi nal sine wave to deviate from it s
shape, resu lti ng in additional harmonics.
Under such ci rcumst ances det ermini ng
th e power fa cto r of th e fund ament al
frequency alone may not be sufficient for
the system analysis and power factor
correction scheme. It will also need the
power factor contributed by the first few
significa nt harmonics t o be determi ned
and applied accordingly.
In several other applications the phase
shifts encountered by a signal and its
respective harmonics after passing
through the system need t o be stu di ed
under varying syst em pa rameters.
Theref ore, measuring harmonics phase
angle becomes important under these
ci rcumstances . This article describes the
circuits for measuring the phase angles
of harmo nics of a signal , and their digit al
display in degrees. Also, with minor
changes, a circuit measuring and
displaying harmon ic power factor is
reported .
Consi der two sine wave signals of
f req uency 'f' differing in phase give n
below:
A=X . Sin (21Tft + K1)
(1)
B = Y. Sin (21Tf t + K2)
(2)
The phase shift between the two in
(3)
rad ians is: er = K1 - K2
The phase shift in deg rees is :
ed = er (180/ 11')
(4)
In most practical situations, the first
few harmonics are sign ificant, so we
describe here the meas urement of th e
phase shift of t he f undamental, 2nd
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harmo ni c an d the 3rd ha rmo nic. Figure 1
shows t he schematic of t he circuit for
measurement and display. The signals
denoted as A and B are fed to an array
of high Q band pass filt ers having centre
freq uency at t he funda mental, 2nd
harmonic and 3rd harmo ni c respect ive ly.
Active fil ters perform ing these tasks are

Band pass
filter, Ist

quit e popula r and th ey are not discussed
here. Digital filters can also be employed
for improved frequency respo nse
characte ri stics of the fil t er and in this
case each fi lter should be preceded an d
succeeded by an ADC (Analog ue-t oDigital Converter) and a DAC (Dig it al-toAna logue Converte r) respectively. The
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Input

I

phase sh ifts of these three signals are
sequentially measured and displayed.
Ana logue multiplexers select one
compo nent (i ndicated as A 1 and B1) at a
time fo r measurement and display. Th e
selector in puts to these multiplexers are
driven by a 2-bit binary counter real ised
by JK flip f lops (7476) and run by a low
frequency (1/6 Hz) clock . The sequence
created by the counter on Q and P (00,
01 and 10) is converted into another
seque nce (01, 10 and 11 ) by an encoder
logic, and after decoding this (BeD-toDecimal Decoder, 7447) it is given to 7seg ment LED for indicating the present
harmon ic status being tested and
displayed. Th is makes each phase angle to
be disp layed for a 2-seco nd period. When
Q and P become ' 1' they are cleared by
the NAND gate.
The selected harmonic signals A 1 and
B1 are ze ro-cross detected (ZC D, an
ana log ue comparator, or op-amp, having
reference input at OV level) and their
positive edges are identif ied (PED) for use
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in a counter and display unit. A chain of
four BCD counters (7490), each
accompanied by latch (7474, 2 numbers),
BCD-to-Decimal Decoder (7447) and a
Common Anode LED (FND507) counts the
clock for the time period corresponding to
the phase shift between A 1 and B1 and
displays it as a four decimal digit in LEOs
with an accuracy of one decimal; fo r
example 115.4 degrees.
While the PED of A 1 resets the counter
chain, the PED of B1 takes the counted
decima l value from the counters to the
latches as enabled by the 1Hz clock, for
static display until next trigger arrives.
Figure 2 shows a typical PED circuit
realised using NANOs (7400) producing a
rising edge .
As the fundamental and harmonic
frequenc ies are different their countin g
time periods allowed by the signa ls
corresponding to the same phase ang le
would be different. Therefore, it needs
the clock frequency to the counter be
adjusted in accordance with the frequency
of the input. In one comp lete cycle we
make 3600 counts such that the
maximum phase angle display is 359.9
degrees. Each harmonic signal (or
fundamental ) is multiplied by 3600 and
used as th e clock to the counter cha in .
Using PLL (565) and a frequency divider of
factor 3600, this frequency multiplicatio n

is achieved . While ZCD output of A 1 is
one input for PLL, the other input is taken
from the frequency divider. The frequency
of fundamental being 50 Hz, the PLL
output supplying clock to counter would
have its frequency at 180KHz. Figure 3
shows the schematic of the frequency
divider realised by three 4-bit binary
counte rs (7493 ) producing division factors
of 15 and 16 in cascade. Resetting of
divide-by-15 counters are achieved
through ANDs (7408) .
The trigger signal (T) to latches are
comb ined with 1Hz pulse train with ON
period greater than the period of the
fundamental, say 30ms, realised through
a monostab le multivibrator (MSMV,
74121) as to update the information in
display by every second . The display
wou ld be static within the latched period
of one second .

Harmonic Power Factor Measurement
and Display
As known, Power Factor of a power
system is related to the phase difference
(Br) between the voltage app li ed to the
system and the current drawn by it and is
given by Cos(er).
For measuring the harmonic power
factor we use a major part of the circuit
shown in Fig ure 1 with only the counting
and display stage being different (as

shown in Figure 4).
A 12-bit binary counter realised using
three 4-bit binary cou nters (7493 )
addresses two 4K EPROMs (2732 ), w here
a table of two bytes of data
corresponding to each possible power
factor in BCD form is stored . Depending
on the phase shift count made by the
counter, the corresponding power factor
from the EPROM is accessed and
disp layed.
Referring to Figure 1, for measuring the
power factor we app ly voltage input as A
and current input (in vo ltag e form) as B.
As before, the harmonic is filtered and
selected to get A 1 and B1. Also, the
selected harmon ic number is displayed in
the LED . Aga in the PED of A 1 resets the
12-bit counter (Figure 4) and the PED of
B1 enab led by 1Hz pulse triggers the
latches to take the counter data to the
address in put of the EPRO M .
The power factor data in BCD form
given by data lines of the EPROM is
decoded and displayed as 4 digits. Under
demanding instances it is easy to extend
the circu it for measu rement of phase
angle and power factor of some more
harmonics, if needed.

Dr. K. Balasubramanian
European University of Lefke
Turkish Republ ic of Northern Cyprus

INCANDESCENT LAMP
FLASHER
12VD'

~ """
Rl
21M Ohm
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The given circuit (left) is for an
'Incandescent Lamp Flasher' using two
IRF511 MOSFETs which are configured as a
simple astable mu lt ivibrator to alternately
switch the two lamps on and off.
The R and C values given set the f lash
rate to about 113Hz. By varying either the
resistor or capacitor values almost any flash
rate can be obtained . Increase either C 1
and C2, or R1 and R2, and the flash rate
slows . Decrease them and the rate
increases.
Unlike most semiconductor devices, the
power MOSFET can be paralleled, without
special current-sharing components, to
control larger load currents. This can be an

important feature when the device is used
to turn on incandescent lamps, because
the lamp's cold resistance is much lower
than the normal operati ng resistance.
A typica l 12-14V volt lamp measures
6 ohms cold . When 12V is applied, the
initial current drawn is 2A. The same lamp,
when operating at 12V, requires only about
200mA. The hot resistance figures out to
be ten times its cold resistance, or 60
ohms . That concept should be considered
when selecti ng any semiconductor device
to control an incandescent lamp.

D. Prabakaran
India
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Motor Drivers/Controllers

Controllers & Loggers

Here are just a few of our controller and
driver modules for AC, DC, Unipolar/Bipolar
stepper motors and servo motors See
website for full details

Here are just a fe w of the controller and
data acquisition and control units we ha ve
See website for full details Suitable PSU
for all units Order Cod e PSU445 £8 95

PC I Standalone Unipolar
Stepper Motor Driver
Drives any 5, 6 or 8-lead
1
{l
: .
unipolar stepper motor
rated up to 6 Amps max .
.. ~
"",.,.."
'
Provides speed and direction control. Operates in stand-alone or PCcontrolled mode. Up to six 3179 driver boards
can be connected to a single parallel port.
Supply : 9Vdc. PCB: 80x50mm.
Kit Order Code : 3179KT- £12.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3179 - £19.95

8-Ch Serial Isolated 110 Relay Module
Computer controlled 8channel relay board. SA
mains rated relay outputs. 4 isolated digital
inputs. Useful in a variety of control and sensing applications . Controlled via serial port for
programming (using our new Windows interface , terminal emulator or batch files) . Includes plastic case 130x1 00x30mm. Power
Supply: 12Vdc/500mA.
Kit Order Code : 31 08KT- £54.95
Assembled Order Code : AS31 08 - £64.95

Q"!·'" • .
..
-

~-~

Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver
Drive any bi-polar stepper
motor using externally supplied 5V levels for stepping
and direction control. These
usually come from software
running on a computer.
Supply : 8-30Vdc. PCB : 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code : 3158KT- £17.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3158- £27.95
Bi-Directional DC Motor Controller (v2)
Controls the speed of
most common DC
motors (rated up to
32Vdc , 10A) in both
the forward and reverse direction. The
range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON
in both directions . The direction and speed
are controlled using a single potentiometer.
Screw terminal block for connections .
Kit Order Code : 3166v2KT- £17.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3166v2- £27.95
DC Motor Speed Controller (100VI7 .5A)
Control the speed of
almost any common
DC motor rated up to
100Vf7.5A. Pulse width
modulation output for
maximum motor torque
at all speeds . Supply: 5-15Vdc. Box supplied.
Dimensions (mm) : 60Wx1 00Lx60H .
Kit Order Code : 3067KT - £13.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3067 - £21 .95

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix)
or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix).

Computer Temperature Data Logger
4-channel temperature logger for serial port. oc or °F.
Continuously logs up to 4
separate sensors located
200m+ from board . Wide
range ot tree software applications for storing/using data. PCB just 45x45mm. Powered
by PC. Includes one DS1820 sensor.
Kit Order Code : 3145KT- £17.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3145 - £24.95
Additional DS1 820 Sensors - £3.95 each
Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote
State-of-the-Art. High security.
4 channe ls. Momentary or
latching relay output. Range
up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx's can
be learnt by one Rx (kit includes one Tx but more available separately). 4 indicator LED 's. Rx: PCB
77x85mm, 12Vdc/6mA (standby). Two and
Ten channel versions also available.
Kit Order Code : 3180KT - £44.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3180- £54.95
DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher
Call your phone number using a DTMF
phone from anywhere
in the world and remotely turn on/off any
of the 4 relays as desired. User settable Security Password , AntiTamper, Rings to Answe r, Auto Hang-u p and
Lockout. Includes plastic case. Not BT approved. 130x11 Ox30mm. Power: 12Vdc.
Kit Order Code : 3140KT- £54.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3140 - £69.95

NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer
USB/Serial connection. Header
cable for ICSP. Free Windows
XP software . Wide range of
upported PICs- see we bsite for
- - - complete listing. ZIF Socket/USB
not included . Supply: 16-18Vdc.
Kit Order Code : 3149EKT- £39.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3149E - £49.95
NEW! USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer
USB PIC programmer for all
'Flash' devices . No external
power supply making it truly
portable. Supplied with box and
Windows Software. ZIF Socket
and USB lead not included.
Assembled Order Code : AS3128 - £44.95
" PICALL" PIC Programmer
"PI CALL" will program virtually all 8 to 40 pin serialmode AND parallel-mode
(PIC16C5x family) programmed PIC micro controllers . Free fully functional software . Blank chip
auto detect for super fast bulk programming .
Parallel port connection. Supply : 16-18Vdc.
Assembled Order Code : AS3117 - £24.95
ATMEL 89xxxx Programmer
Uses serial port and any
standard terminal comms
program. Program/ Read/
Verify Code Data, Write
Fuse/Lock Bits , Erase and
Blank Check. 4 LED's display the status. ZIF
sockets not included . Supply: 16-18Vdc.
Kit Order Code : 3123KT - £24.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3123 - £34.95
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NICE TECHNOLOGY. SHAME
ABOUT THE BOX
By Chris Williams, UKDL
t is a real shame that excellent
examples of modern display
technology are designed with the aim
of making our lives easier and yet they are
let down by the box they are mounted in .
I am specifically talking here about the
use of Flat Panel Displays to provide travel
information to the publ ic at railways,
airports and bus stations. If you go back
several decades the choice was simple: if
you wanted to create a multiple-line
alphanumeric display to show text that
can be easi ly seen f rom a distance of
several metres, you would use the electromechanica l "flip dot".
This simple device was based on
matrices of small plastic discs, each coated
on one side with a fluorescent paint and
on the other coated black. The disc was
attached to a miniature metal rod axle at
its centre. Mounted on the disc was a
small magnet and mounted behind the
disc was an electromagnet that would
change polarity depending on a received
pulse from a remote electrical con trolle r.
Depending on which a positive going or
negat ive going electrical pulse was sent to
the electromagnet, it attracted or repelled
the magnet on the disc, and this
controlled which face of the disc was
presented to the viewer.
The perceived information could be
changed by simply sending a series of
electrical pulses to the display board (many
will remember the "clackety clack" of the
rotat ing discs as all of the information on
the boards was changed).
These simple display devices had
excellent chrominance contrast that was
ma intained across a wide dynamic
luminance range, or in other words, they
were equally viewable in direct sunlig ht
and in dim night-time illumination from
lam ps directed onto them. Unfortunately
for us the passengers, these devices were
electromechanical, and although the
optical performance was superb, t he

I
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mechanica l reliabil ity could be suspect:
axles got damaged, plastic mountings (for
low cost) would wear out and, when
individual display elements failed, the cost
of in-service maintenance was high.
Enter high-technology! The first wave of
high-tech display devices used in public
information systems in the 1980s were
signs assembled using multiple LED lamps.
These used the commercia lly availab le
colou red LED lamps and quickly exhibited
unacceptable fa ilure modes: the lamps,
when driven at high brightness levels for
extended periods of time, would exhibit
differential aging characteristics with many
of the lamps having different brig htness
levels. This was very unattractive and wa s
quick ly removed by va riou s operators.
The next generation of display devices,

again trying to replace flip-dot displays
with higher-tech solutions, were plasma
displays, introduced to the transport
market in the 90s. Two problems here was
that the plasma displays of that generation
used CRT phosphors and not
photoluminescent-specific phosphors.
These phosphors were not suited to
conti nu al use whereby the same pixels are
"on" for much of the time. Since th is is
exactly what is required in a public
information display, the inevitable result
was phosphor burn -in, with every display
showing ghostly images of eve ry previous
line of information shown. Remember the
horrible plasma displays at Paddington
station before they were th rown out?
Th e second problem of course is one of
brightness. No matter how much yo u turn
www.electronicsworld.co.uk
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up the brightness control on a plasma
panel, you won't get it to be bright
enough to be seen in direct sunlight. And
that is exactly what was asked of the
plasma panels at Waterloo station,
resulting in an installation that could never
be " fit for purpose " .
Enter the Liquid Crystal Display! Is this
the answer to all of the problems? After
all, it is (relatively) easy to engineer a
super-bright backli ght to allow the
perceived brightness of the displayed
image at the front of the display to be
seen in direct sunl ight.
Unfortunately, no. In spite of superb
technology w ithin the Liquid Crystal Panel
itself , the panel has to be protected from
the real world, things like dust, grease,
ra in, poking fingers, etc. So, this superb
example of modern display technology is
mounted in a well-sealed protective box
w ith a transparent front cover, made of
bu lletproof glass (so it doesn 't shatter
when punched) or polycarbonate (for the
same reason, often used becau se it is
cheaper). The LCD displays can't display
rows of characters as large as the old flip
dot displays, which would be mounted
high up above the heads of passengers .
This physically smaller display unit (even
www.electronicsworld .co.uk

though a 42-inch LCD panel mounted in
portrait mode isn't exactly tiny) has to be
mounted much closer to the viewing
public in order for the display text to be
read properly. To avoid prospective
vandalism, as well as giving protection
against the elements, it has to be in a box.
LCD panels are mounted in boxes with
protective front panels in military and civil
aircraft. These displays are perfectly
readable by the pilot at 30,000 feet, even
with direct sunlight streaming in from the
window over his shoulder and onto the
display. These displays use complex
antiglare/antireflection filters to protect the
glass of the LCD . Typically, less than
0.05% of the light that falls onto the
surface of this filter glass will be reflected
back towards the pilot. This allows LCD
displays with modest front surface
brightness (about 1000-1500 nits) to be
perfectly viewable in the sunlight, with no
possibility of misreading the information
on the display. Pretty important, since we
don 't want pilots to misread 38 ,000 feet
for 33,000 feet because he couldn 't read
the display properly!
Why don't public information displays
use these same front panel filters? Thi s is
where cost hits us again . The problem is

UKDL

the filters cost about £5 (and above) per
square inch in production volumes. In an
aerospace display unit, the front panel
filter will cost as much, or more, than the
display itself. For a typical public
information display (42", 16:9 aspect
ratio), the cost would be around £1700 or
above - more than the display + driver +
rest of box. Although this would result in a
display that would be viewable in direct
sunlight, the cost increase would be
staggeri ng and totally unacceptable to the
typical site manager's accountant.
To sum up the problem: an LCD display
can be made sunlight-viewable if it needs
to be mounted in a box for "protection",
but the cost of the front panel filter is
excessive . An LCD panel can be used "as
supplied" in direct sunlight with a
powerful enough backlight, but it will not
be protected against the elements or
against vandal ism, and is likely to suffer a
drastically reduced lifetime as a result.
What we need is for someone to invent
a new low-cost process for making antireflection films that will reduce front panel
reflections to around 0.5% or less, and
which costs about £5 per square metre.
So, what did the technology compan ies
supplying the public information displays
do? Revert back to LEDs of courseassuming that " making it brighter" will
solve the problem . Where this is done
using best practice engineering , as in the
video displays shown in the picture, this
solution works at a high cost, but when it
is implemented at a much lower cost, and

WHAT WE NEED IS FOR
SOMEONETOINVENTA
NEW LOW-COST PROCESS
FOR MAKING ANTIREFLECTION FILMS THAT
WILL REDUCE FRONT
PANEL REFLECTIONS TO
AROUND 0.5o/o OR LESS,
AND WHICH COST ABOUT
£5 PER SQUARE METRE
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high brightness LEOs are simply
mounted inside a box, all the normal
prob lems with front panel reflect ions
return.
Th e only conclusion to draw is that
un less public information displays revert
to the good old Flip Dot, or all displays
are based on (high-cost) LED video walls,
we wil l be forced to suffer readability
problems in these displays for the
foreseeable future .
Displays mounted in boxes intended
for public viewing in bright light or
sun light cond itions - regardless of
display technology- ju st don't work!
(You'll recognise me at any station or
airport - I'll be the guy squinting in the
sunlight to try and read what the
information on the display is.)

Chris Will iams is Network Director
at the UK Display & Ligh ting
Kn owledg e Transfer Network
(UKDL KTN)

We've responded bigtime to demand from our
customer base with another
breakthrough product.
The new Mesh8 board is the latest
embedded controller that encourages
very rapid development. We supply it with
a fantastic array of development tools
with all the features engineers expect as
standard. The board has shed loads of
1/0 along with professional tools for fast
development and easy expansion.
Its got to be the best value for money in
the market today. Youel call it a steal at
the price, we call it Mesh8.
For more details go to:

Price uample
Any size and contour

Option11/:
• So/Jermaslc
• Fos/-turooroond
• SilkscrHII
• 4-Layer MQ/ti/oyer
• 6-Loyer Multi/oyer

www.aitch8.co.uk
UK D istributors
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Simply send your files
and order ONLINE:
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MICROPROCESSOR
SYSTEMS LIMITED
Unit 17 Zone 'D' Chelmsford Road Industrial Estate,
Great Dunmow, Essex UK CM6 1XG
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TIPS 'N' TRICKS
PIC microcontrollers (MCUs) are used in a wide range of everyday
products from washing machines, garage door openers and
television remotes to industrial, automoti ve and medical products.
While some designs such as Switch Mode Pow er Supplies (SMPS)
are traditionally implemented using a purely analogue control
scheme , th ese designs ca n benefit from th e configura bil ity and

TIP 1:

intelligence that can only be realised by adding a microcontroller.
intelligence that can only be realised by adding a microcontroller.
NOTE: The tips ' n' tricks prese nted here assum e a 3.3V supp ly.
However, the techniques wo rk equally wel l for other supply
vo ltages with the appropriate mod ifications.

GENERATING A TWO-PHASE
CONTROL SIGNAL

Power su pp lies using a push-pull topology or with mu ltiple
switching components require a two-p hase control signa l as
shown in Figure 1.
It is possible to produce thi s type of control signal wi th two
out-of-phase square waves using a PIC MCU with an ECCP
module.
In order to configure the ECCP to prod uce this type of
output:
1. Configure t he ECCP in half H-bridge configuration PWM
pulse with both outputs active-h igh .
2. Set the duty cycle register (CCPR1 L) with the maximum
duty cycle of 50 % .
3. Change the programmable dead-time generator to
reduce the pulse width to the desired va lue.
The programmable dead-time generator has a 7-bit
resolution and, therefore, the resulting pu lses will only have a
7-bit resolution . Each pulse will have a 50% duty cycle, less
the dead time .
Using an internal 4M Hz clock produces 31kHz output
pu lses, and using a 20M Hz crystal wou ld produce 156kHz
output. The frequency of the output coul d be increased wi t h
a loss in resolution .
Example software is provided for the PIC 16F684, but this tip
is applicable to al l PIC MC Us with ECCP modu les .
The software and referenced documents can be found on
the Microch ip Technology web site at www.microchip.com.

TIP 2: BRUSHLESS DC FAN SPEED
CONTROL

Figure 1: Two-phase control signal

www.electronicsworld .co.uk

P1A

-

P1B

PIC® MCU

Figure 2: Two-phase control signal schematic

Brushless DC Fan Speed Control
There are severa l methods to control the speed of a DC
brushless fan. The type of fan, allowable power consumpti on
and the type of control desired are all facto rs in choosing the
appropriate type .
* Method 1: Pulse-Width Modu lation
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, a simple PWM drive may be
used to switch a two-wire fan on and off. While it is possible
to use the circu it in Figure 3 without a high-side MOSFET
driver, some man ufacturers state that switching on the low
side of the fan w ill void the warranty.
Because of th is, it is necessary to switch the high side of t he
fan in order to cont rol the speed . The sim plest type of speed
control is 'on ' or 'off' . However, if a higher degree of control
is desired, PWM can be used to vary the speed of the fan .

-

1_2,-Y

li1J1f
PWM Drive

1-

-Figure 3: Low-side PWM drive
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V+

Drive

lJ1Ilf

PWM Drive

TACH

Figure 4: High-side PWM drive

GND
For 3-wire fans, the tachometer output will not be
accurate if PWM is used. The sensor providing the
tachometer output on 3-wire fan s is powered from the
same su pply as the fan coils, thus using a PWM to
control fan speed will render the fan's tachometer
inaccu rate .
One solution to this is to use a 4-wire fan which
includes both the tachometer output and a drive input.
Figure 5 shows a diagram of a 4-wire fan .
A 4-wire fan allows speed to be controlled using
PWM via the Drive line. Since power to the tachometer
sensor is not interrupted, it will continue to output the
correct speed .

* Method 2: Linear Control
When using PWM, the voltage wil l va ry between a
maximu m and a minimum, however, is it also possible
to use a linear method to control fan speed, as shown
in Figure 6.
The voltage applied at the non-inverting terminal of
the op-amp is used to vary the voltage across the opamp . The non-inverting terminal voltage can be
produced by a Digital-to-Analogue Converter (DAC).
When using this method, care must be taken to ensure
that the fan voltage is not too low or the fan will stop
spinning.
One advanta ge thi s method has over PWM is that
the tach ometer output will function properly on 3-wi re
fans . The disadvantage, however, is that it often offers
less speed control. For example, a 12V fan will not spin
below 8V, so a range of only 4V is available for speed
control. A SV fan will not spin below 4V and, so, the
control range is only 1V, which is often unacceptable.
Another disadvantage is the power consumption of
the circuit. The transistor will dissipate more power
than the PWM method .
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Figure 5: Typical 4-wire fan

12V
VREF

C::::>----1

R1
R2

Figure 6: Linear control drive
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HIGH CURRENT DELTA-SIGMA BASED CURRENT MEASUREMENT USING
A SLOTTED FERRITE AND HALL EFFECT DEVICE
Many cu rrent sensors rely on ferrite cores.
Nonlinearity in the ferrite can lead to
inaccurate results, especially at high
currents . One way to avoid the
nonlinea rities is to keep the net flux in the
ferrite near zero.
Consider the circu it in Figure 7 . The
Hall Effect sensor output is proportional to
the current being measured . When 11N = 0
amps, the output of the sensor will be
VDD/2 . A current passing th rough the
sensor in one direction will increase the
output of the sensor, and a current in the
other direction will decrease the output of
the sensor.
The output of the comparator is used to
drive a coil of wire wound around the
ferrite core. This coil of wire will be used to
create flux in the opposite direction as the
flux imposed in the core (see Figure 8).
The net flux in the core should be
approximately zero . Because the flux wi ll
always be very near zero, the core wil l be
very linear over the small operating range.
When 1 N = o, the output of the
1

comparator will have an approximate
50% duty cycle . As the current moves one
direction, the duty cycle will increase. As the
current moves the other direction, the
duty cycle will decrease. By measuring the
duty cycle of the resulting comparator
output, we can determine the value of 11N·
Final ly, a Delta-Sigma ADC can be used
to perform the actual measurement.
Features such as comparator sync and
Timer1 gate allow the Delta-Sigma
conversion to be taken care of entirely in
hardware. By taking 65,536 (2" 16)
samples and counting the number of
samples that the comparator output is
low or high, we can obtain a 16-bit AID
result.
Examp le schematic and software are
provided for the PIC 12F683 in both C and
Assembly.
For more information on using a PIC
MCU to implement a Delta-Sigma
converter, please refer to AN700, "Make a
Delta-Sigma Converter Using a
Microcontroller's Analogue Comparator
Module" (DS00700), which includes
example software . The software and
referenced documents can be found on
the Microchip Technology web site at
www.microchip.com.
www.electronicsworld.co.uk
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MOSFET Driver

all Effect
Sensor

Figure 7: Hall-effect current measurement schematic

liN

Flux due to
driven coil

Figure 8: Hall-effect current measurement schematic
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TIP:

FOUR-CHANNEL LED DRIVER LIGHTS THREE LED STRINGS AND PROVIDES
CONSTANT VOLTAGE SUPPLY

By Hua (Walker) Bai, Applications Engineer at Linear Technology
The number of applications for LEDs
PVIN
is booming: backlighting for LCD
33V MAX
TVs, LCD projectors and computer
displays, camera torches and flashes,
and automotive brake lights and
sov
T
35V
35V
T
(OPT) T
taillights to name a few.
All requ ire constant current LED
::t:
drivers that offer high dimming ratio,
OFLS140
high efficiency, precise adjustable
current and low cost. Furthermore, to
V1N
save space, some LED drivers are
CAP1 t---+-'ll''lv-..-. . .
L1
LED1 1 - - - - - . . J
VADJ1
designed to light multiple strings of
1 0~ H
VADJ2
SW1
LEDs. For instance, Linear
VADJ3
SW1 ~~--------------~
Technology's LT3476 can drive four
VADJ4
DFLS1 40
LED strings, totaling 1OOW. If not all
T
22nF
of the driver channels are needed for
-=LEDs, leftover channels can be
PWM1
CAP2 l--__.-'\111/v--+-....
L2
applied to the task of producing
PWM2
LED2 1 - - - - - . . J
1 0~H
PWM3
SW2
regulated power supplies, thus
SW2 1-~--------------~
PWM4
reducing the additional circuitry
required by a separate power supply
DFLS140
ICs.
U1
LT3476EUHF
This design idea shows how to do
CAP3 t--__.-'\111/v--+-....
VC1
just that: use a single 4-channel LED
L3
LED3 1 - - - - - . . J
10~ H
driver to drive three constant current
VC2
SW3
RGB led strings and use the fourth
SW3 t-~--------------~
VC3
channel as a constant voltage source.
As an application example, an LCD
projector requires three colour LED
strings: red, blue and green . There
are six 1A LEDs in each string, and
each string is driven in a buck mode
topology as show n in Figure 9. The
LCD panel also requires a bias
voltage sou rce. The fourth channel
LH4: TOKO, A916CY100M=P3
LE OS: LUMILEDS, LU XEON Ill
provides the bias.
PIN 39 IS THE GND PADDLE ON THE BOTIOM OF THE IC
To use one of the LT3476 channels
as a voltage source, the CAP and the
LED pin of the channel need to be
Figure 9: Here is a simple way to save BOM cost and reduce solution size in an
properly tied to the top voltage sense
LCD. A single-quad LED driver IC provides power for the LED backlight and the
resistor. Channel 4 in Figure 9 is a
LCD bias of an LCD projector. Three of the channels drive R, G and 8 LED strings,
boost circu it that generates a 15.5V
while the fourth provides a voltage source in boost mode
output at 700mA from a 9V supply
with 90% efficiency.
R2 , R1 can be calcu lated using the equation:
In a classical voltage regu lator design, it is safe to assume the
R1 =R2 /(VouT/0.105V-1 )
voltage feedback error amplifier draws no current (1OnA range)
In this equation, 0.1 OSV is the reg ulated sense voltage
from the output. This assumption is not val id in the circu it show n
between CAP and LED when the VADJ pin is tied to the Ref pin
in Figure 9.
directly.
The CAP pin and the LED pin bias current of the LT3476 are in
Here is a simple way to save BOM cost and reduce solution
the order of 701JA. This current level is necessary for the high
size in an LCD. A sing le-quad LED driver IC provides power for
side current sensing required to properly drive the LEDs. As a
the LED backlight and the LCD bias of an LCD projector. Three of
result, the values of the sense resistor R1 has to be low enough
the channels drive R, G and B LED strings, while the fourth
to limit the error caused by the bias current. The
provides a voltage source in boost mode.
recommendation is setting R1 to less than 15!1. Given VouT and

L 4.7~F ±2.2~F l 2.2~F

1
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TIPS 'N' TRICKS

Time to
quit smoking ...
Smoke an d poisonon us fumes often
pose a far greater th reat to life an d
property th an a f ire itself .
Our LS HF cables are LSHF thro ug hout,
insulation and sheath, and do not emit
toxic gases in the event of f ire .

Call our sales team for your free copy of our LSHF buyers guide
• Tel: 01727 840 841
• www. fscables.com
• sales@fscables.com

ADVANCED SYSTEMS DESIGN
WITHJAVA UMLAND MDA
KEVINLANO
ELSEVIER BUTTERWORTHHEINEMANN
he increasing complexity of
electronic systems and the relentless
pressure to bring products to
market in ever shorter timescales pose a
major challenge for system designers.
Traditional methods of system design can no
longer be relied upon to deliver working
products economically under these
conditions therefore new techniques and
improved tools are required to meet the
challenge .
There is of course already a wide range of
tools available that address specific aspects
of system implementation such as electronic
circuit, software and mechanical design.
However, the initial stages of systems design
- specification and abstract modelli ng - are
not well served at present. The system level
design tools that do exist tend to be
orientated towards either hardware or
software implementations and are generally
poor at handling a mixture of both . Some
do not support executable system models,
wh ich means that designs cannot be verified
prior to the implementation stage and most
have a li mited ability to share information
with other tools.
To overcome these deficiencies and
facilitate the development of improved
system level design tools, standard
methodologies and modelling notations
need to be adopted . The Unified Modelling
Language (UML), which originates from the
software development community, has
recently attracted considerable interest as a
possible basis for defining such standards.
Indeed the Object Modelling Group, the
software industry body which has oversight
for UML, is in the process of extending the

T

UML specifications so as to
encompass the requ irements of
systems engineering more
general ly. Therefore, any
publication that addresses systems
design issues in the context of UML
ought to be of topical interest to
systems engineers.
Unfortunately, from an electronic
systems engineering point of view,
Kevin Lana is writing principally for
advanced students of computer
science and application software
developers. As such, his book deals
specifically with software systems design
and object-orientated software construction
techniq ues. His main theme is not UM L or
systems engineering issues in general but,
rather, an exploration of platform
independent software system design with
particular reference to Java and the
comparatively recent concept of the ModelDriven Architecture (MDA).
By way of an introduction to his book
Lana does offer a useful, albeit brief,
summary of the current challenges facing
software systems designers, along with an
overview of existing software development
models and methods. He also explains, in
relative ly simple terms, the ro le of UML in
the software design process and the
principles of the MDA approach, which he
sees as being a continuation in the trend
towards greater abstraction in programming
languages. However, it has to be said from
the outset that electronics engineers, who
are unfamiliar w ith object-orientated
software construction and the terminology
used by computer scientists, may find much
of the rest of the book somewhat

IT HAS TO BE SAID FROM THE OUTSET THAT
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, WHO ARE UNFAMILIAR WITH
OBJECT-ORIENTATED SOFIWARE CONSTRUCTION AND
THE TERMINOLOGY USED BY COMPUTER SCIENTISTS,
MAY FIND MUCH OF THE REST OF THE BOOK
SOMEWHAT INACCESSffiLE
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inaccessible.
Lana follows his introduction w ith a
concise description of t he main concepts,
notations and practica l usage of UML. He
mentions 'use case diagrams', wh ich in UM L
encapsulate system requ irements, however
he focuses mainly on only two notations,
'class diagrams' and 'statecharts', because
he considers these to be the most generally
useful.
By way of explanation, 'class diagrams'
are used to represent the various types of
object in a system and t he relationships
between them while 'statecharts', which
may be more familiar to electronics
eng ineers as 'state machines', capture t he
dynamic behaviour of objects and how they
intercommunicate. He goes on to illustrate,
with the aid of a system for playing the
game of Scabble as an example, how these
UML notations can be used in practice to
create detailed but platform independent
models.
Having introduced UM L, Lana expands
on his main theme of platform independent
softwa re design. He beg ins by outlining
various methods of refining th e design
process including model transformations
and structured software design techniques,
such as module specification and patterns
(a term borrowed from build ing
architecture and subsequently applied to
objected-orientated programming
languages). This, then, leads him to
consider how to map a platform
independent design into a platform specific

www.electronicsworld .co.uk

BY WAY OF AN INTRODUCTION TO IDS BOOK LANO DOES
OFFER A USEFUL, ALBEIT BRIEF, SUMMARY OF TilE
CURRENT CHALLENGES FACING SOFIWARE SYSTEMS
DESIGNERS, ALONG WITH AN OVERVIEW OF EXISTING
SOFIWARE DEVELOPMENT MODELS AND METHODS
design, both of which can be expressed as
models in UML notation.
From there, Lano explores the
transforma t ion of a UML Platform Specific
Model (PSM) into executable code using a
Java implementation as an example. He
makes good use of several case studies to
illustrate the method of mapping of UML
elements to Java program constructs and
the automated synthesis of Java code.
Lano continues by examining the
synthesis of implementation components
derived from UML models in the context of
Internet system design and distributed
applications based on web services . In
particular, he describes various techniques
whereby an online version of a system can
be constructed from a UML Platform
Independent Model (PIM) and offers
guidelines for improving the portability of
web interfaces. Additiona lly, but in a later

Telnet

chapter, he presents a case study of a
complete web system development using
the UM L2Web synthesis tool.
Fina lly, Lano turns his attention to
describing the MDA approach to softwa re
systems design and draws together the
various platform-independent design
threads he introduced earlier. He begins by
summarising the key concepts and
terminology of the M DA approach which
include PIM, PSM, model transformation
and the notion of a 'com putation
independent model' (which is similar to an
application domain model). Since model
transforma ti ons are fundamental to the
MDA approach, Lano refines these into
three distinct categories: quality
improvements of models, for example
simplifying and removing duplicate features
from a 'class diagram' by introducing a
superclass; refinements, such as removi ng

Douglas Taylor

Quality second-user test & measurement equipment
Tel: 02476 6SO 702 Fax: 02476 6SO 773
Web: www.telnet.uk.com Email: sales@telnet.uk.com
All equipment is used- with 30 days guarantee and 90 days in some cases. Add carriage and VAT to all goods.
1 Stoney Court, Hotchkiss Way, Binley Industrial Estate Coventry CV3 2RL ENGLAND

Agilent (HP) 435AIB, 436A, 4637B, 438A Power Meters from
Agilent (HP) 3561A Dynamic Signal Analyser
Agilent (HP) 3562A Dual Ch. Dynamic Sig . Analyser
Agilent (HP) 3582A Spectrum Analyser Dual Channel
Agilent (HP) 3585A and B Spec. An . (40MHz) from
Agilent (HP) 35660A Dynamic Sig. An
Agilent (HP) 4191A R/F Impedance analyzer (1 GHz)
Agilent (HP) 4192A UF Impedance Analyser (13MHz)
Agilent (HP) 4193A Vector Impedance Meter
Agilent (HP) 4194A Impedance Gain-Phase Analyser
Agilent (HP) 4291 B R/F Impedance Material Analyser
Agilent (H P) E4438C Vector Signal Generator(+various opts) cal'd
Agilent (HP) 8508A (with 85031 B) Vector Voltmeter
Agilent (HP) 8970B Noise Figure Meter
Agilent (HP) E4420B Signal Generator 2 GHz
Agilent (HP) E4425B Signal Generator 3 GHz
Ag ilent (HP) 8131 A (opts 1 I 20) 500MHz High Speed Pulse Gen .
Agilent (HP) E4418B Power Meter
Agilent (HP) 4396A Network I Spectrum Analyser 1.8GHz
Agilent (H P) 3458A 8.5 Digit Multimeter (calibrated)
Agilent (HP) 54820A lnfinium Oscilloscope 500MHz- 2Gs/s- 2Ch .
Agilent (HP) 4195A Network I Spectrum Analyser 500 MHz
Agilent (HP) 8510B + 8515A Network An. + 'S' Parameter (26.5GHz)
Agilent (HP) 8753A /8753 B /8753C I with 85046A /85047A
Voltech PM3000A AC Universal Power Analyser
Agilent (HP) 4274A LCR Meter
Agilent (HP) 4275A LCR Meter
Agilent (HP) 4276A LCR Meter
Agilent (HP) 4278A Capacitance Meter (1KHz I 1MHz)
Agilent (HP) 5342A Frequency Counter (18GHz)
Agilent (HP) 5351 B Frequency Counter (26.5GHz)
Agilent (HP) 5352B Frequency Counter (40G Hz)
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many-to-many associations; and
abstractions, for instance substituting PIM
types for PSM types. He explains the
purpose of the various transformations and
how they can be expressed formally. For
ease of reference, he provides a catalogue
of commonly used model tran sformations
as the final chapter of the book .
Lastly, Lano considers various techniques
for specifying and implementing model
transformations and lists several
commercia lly available tools that claim to
support the MDA approach . Needless to
say, in view of the fact that development of
the MDA approach is sti ll very much a work
in progress, the list of tools is short.
Lana's book is well presented and wou ld
make an excellent introd uction to platformindependent software system design for
students of computer science. It might also
be of interest to some software engineers
and tool designers who want to keep
abreast of current developments in system
design methodologies. However, the book's
emphasis on object-orientated software
construction is unlikely to make it appealing
to the majority of electronics eng ineers.

£100
£2950
£2750
£995
£2500
£2950
£2995
£3500
£2750
£7000
£9750
£17500
£2650
£2250
£2995
£6650
£4550
£1275
£7575
£3850
£3450
£5750
£7750
various
£3000
£1750
£2750
£1400
£2500
£850
£2250
£3950

Agilent (HP) 53310A Mod. Domain An (opt 1/31)
£2750
Ag ilent (HP) 54600A I B 100 MHz Scopes from
£700
£1500
Agil ent (HP) 8116A Function Gen. (50MHz)
Agilent (HP) 8349B (2- 20GHz) Amplifier
£1750
Agilent (HP) 8350B Mainframe sweeper (plug-ins avail)
£250
Ag ilent (HP) 85024A High Frequency Probe
£1000
Agilent (HP) 8594E Spec. An . (2.9GHz) opt 41 ,101,105,130)
£3995
Ag ilent (HP) 8941 OA Vector Sig. An . De to 1OM Hz
£7500
Ag ilent (HP) 89440A Vector Signal Analyser 2MHz- 1.8GHz
£7750
Agilent (HP) 33120A Function/Arbitrary Waveform Generator 15MHz £850
Agilent (H P) 53131 A Frequency Counter
£750
Agilent (HP) 531 81 A Frequency Counter
£750
Agilent (HP) 4284A Precison LCR Meter
£5750
Agilent (HP) 6032A Power Supply (60V - 50A)
£2000
Agilent (H P) 6671 A Power Supply (8V - 200A)
£1350
£2995
Agilent (HP) E4411 A Spectrum Analyser (9kHz- 1.5GHz)
Agilent (HP) 8924C COMA Mobile Station Test Set
£3000
Agilent (HP) E8285C COMA Mobile Station Test Set
£3000
Agilent (HP) 54520A 500MHz 2 Channel Oscilloscope
£1000
Agilent (H P) 54645 0 100MHz Mixed Signal Oscilloscope
£3000
Agilent (H P) 8713B 300kHz - 3GHz Network Analyser
£4500
£6250
Agilent (HP) 8592B 9kHz- 22GHz Spectrum Analyser
Amplifier Research 1OW1OOOB Power Amplifier (1 GHz)
£4700
Rohde & Schwarz XS RM Rubidium Frequency Standard
£3750
R&S SMG (0.1 - 1 GHz) Sig. Gen .
£1750
Tektronix THS 720A 1OOMHz 2 Channel Hand-held Oscilloscope
£1250
W&G PFJ 8 Error & Jitter Test Set
£4500
Wayne Kerr AP 6050A Power Supply (60V - 50A)
£1850
Wayne Kerr 3260A+3265A Precision Mag. An. with Bias Unit
£5500
Wayne Kerr 3245 Precision Ind . Analyser
£1750
Various other calibrators in stock. Call for stock I prices
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Ultra Stable HCL
Miniature Low Pressure
Sensors

Innovative
Electromagnetic
Design Tool Extended

Sensortechnics's new HCL pressure sensors measure low
gage or differential pressures from 5-75mbar. These devices
are precision calibrated and temperature compensated and
offer ratiometric millivolt output signals.
They use a special compensation technology to achieve a
very high offset stability and virtually no position sensitivity in
comparison to conventional sensors.
The HCL pressure sensors feature a high input resistance
and are ideal for portable device applications. A wide range of
miniature SMT, single inline (SIP) and dual inline (DIP) housing
options allow for space-saving PCB-mounting and maximum
OEM design flexibility. Sensortechnics can provide very fast
and flexible HCL sensor modifications based on customer
specific requirements.
Typical applications include medical devices as well as
environmental controls and HVAC applications.

Vector Fields is
launching new
capabilities for its
design software for
rotating electrical
mach inery. The software
comb ines the extreme
accuracy of finiteelement analysis (FEA)
modell ing with a design entry system that allows users to create
models of electric motors or generators in mi nutes. It allows users
to achieve radical new levels of design productivity and efficiency.
Since launching it a year ago, Vector Fields is adding numerous
new modelling elements requested by users to speed design .
The software is an application-specific version of the Opera
package , and provides a front-end to the electromagnetic simulator
that speeds design entry by means of 'fill in the blanks' dialogue
boxes. Among dozens of new model features added with this
release is a much extended range of cage geometries for induction
motors. Users can now choose from six different starting points
including circular, bullet and square , plus nume rous potential
variations and combinations of these shape elements.
The choice of geometries for wound rotor synchronous motors
has also been expanded. These new options give users the means
to quickly arrive at a model, even for manufacturers who have their
own proprietary design techniques .

www.sensortechnics.com

www. vectorfields.com

Axiohm Asteron Panel Mount Printer
With built-in
mechanism , interface
board and paper holder
all in one compact unit,
the Axiohm Asteron
panel mount printer has
been designed with
instant integration in
mind . Deve loped for
control , test and measurement, as well as analysis and
diagnosis applications, the Asteron delivers a print speed of
50mm per second onto a 58mm wide paper roll .
Performance has not been compromised with size ; the
Asteron offers robustness , large paper-roll capacity and a
clamshell design , whilst also benefiting from the lat est in
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enhanced integration techniques . Thanks t o multiple
mounting points and a fast and innovative attachment
system, the Asteron is simple to integrate onto any panel,
regard less of thickness .
The Asteron features an ergonom ic door open ing system
with improved protection aga inst spills and an advanced
locking mechanism to prevent the door from opening
unexpectedly.
Supporting dual RS232 and TIL connections , the Asteron is
a 5V device , with dimensions of 78 x 85.7 x 57mm. The
Asteron is available with or without the interface board should
the user wish to integrate the controller into their own
equipment.

www.ded.co.uk
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Open Barrel Crimp Contact
Perform ing to the same
high-reliability standa rds
as conventiona l
Datamate contacts, the
Datamate Tri o-Tek open
barrel crimp contact
from Harwin automates
the crimp process to
significantly save on
assembly time and
reduce process costs.
The new crimp design,
which features a
latching feature,
simplifies the insertion

Improved Minitek 2mm PCB
Connector System

of contacts into the housing.
The high reliabi lity contact of the Datamate Trio-Tek is
tested in accordance with BS 9525-F0033. A crimp
inspection window in the housing aids quality control, while
the insulation crimp barrel provides improved strain rel ief.
The contacts come with jackscrews (J-Tek) and are available
both loose and on reels.
The Datamate Trio-Tek auto-crimp contact features a
triangular form which allows a simplified crimping process,
while at the same time enabling the customers to fully
automate crimping in medium and high-volume applications.
Typical applications include high-re liability, high volume
markets such as commercial aerospace, data
communications, medical devices, engine management and
high-end industria l equipment, including pumps, heavy
machinery and drilling rigs .

Til is
introduc ing
FCI 's new,
improve d
Minitek, now
their most
complete 2mm
PCB connection
system . This
2.00mm PCB
connecti on
system is one of the fastest growing prod uct lines in the
industrial, instrumentation , medical , telecom and datacom
segments , wh ich are realisi ng the benefits of usi ng sma ller
pitch systems.
Minitek is pa rt of FCI's Bas ics+ program. Recent
im provements made to the range include introd ucing the
lowest availab le profile ej ect latch header and the optional
availability of Pin-in-Paste versions which eliminate costly
secondary soldering operations . Carefully-controlled selective
pl ating reduces cost while maintaining performan ce and coplanarity of su rface mount parts is mainta ined at O.lm m.
Normal operati ng temperature has also been increased to
125°C.
The Minitek system is ful ly intermateab le. Even the new
active latch wire housing is un iq ue in that it is not part of a
separate system, but mates with the standard headers. This
means that customer re quirem ents for all types of 2.00mm
board-to-board and wire-to-board interconnect solutions ca n be
easily met.

www.harwin.com

www. ttieurope.com

COM Express Compact Module

www.electronicsworld .co.uk
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www.ftt.co.uk/PICProTmg.html

www.pcb-pool.com
The Best Value Online PCB Prototyping
Service Available:
Instant on line quotations & ordering (no pre
registration).
We offer the following:
• No minimum quantity. • No tooling
charges. • No drill Limitations. • 1 to 6 layers
(prototype quantities) • 2 layers (small production batches) • Fr4,1.6mm,35 um,HASL
(Pb free/RohsNJeee) • Soldermask I
Silkscreen (optional) • Leadtimes from 2 -8
working days • Full DRC on all orders ( we
manually check every file !!!). • PCB-POOL®

accepts direct outputs from 15 major layout
softwares (see our website for details)
Download our fully functional PCB LAYOUT
software FREE of charge.
Free Phone : 0800 3898560

m (a Microchip Consultant Partner &
Training Partner) has developed a range of
courses - both distance learning and
instructor led - covering Assembly and C
Programming of PIC16, PIC18, PIC24 and
dsPIC microcontrollers. For each processor
family there are both Cand Assembly programming courses at: • FOUNDATION
LEVEL & • INTERMEDIATE LEVEL. For information about these courses, advanced
courses and workshops such as: •
Advanced C Embedded & Real Time
Programming • TCP/IP & Ethernet • USB •

Data Quest
Solutions Ltd

Sky systems ltd

www.dqsolutions.co.uk

Sky Systems Ltd. was established with the
vision and promise of providing manufacturing high quality, cost effective solution and
one-stop service to meet the most demanding of our customers' requirements.
We offer the followings:
• 1-12 Layers • Fr-4/ Cem-3 • HAL(Lead
Free),Fiash Gold, Electroless Gold Plating,
OSP ,Immersion Silver, Immersion Tin • Gold
Finger • Soldermask • Silkscreen • Routing I
Punching I V-Cut • Online quotation • FREE
PCB Prototype with quantity orders • Short

As specialists in the supply of ultra highspeed instrumentation cards for the PC
and industrial chassis, we provide an
advanced product range with the following
features:
• PCI, PCI-X, PCI-express & PXI formats.
• Signal capture (AID) with sampling rates
up to 500M samples/sec.
• Simultaneous sample and hold with up
to 16 bits resolution.
• Waveform generation (D/A) to 125 million samples per second.

DB Technology

CAN • DSP • Motor Control • programming
using Real Time Operating Systems such
as uCOSII, CMX & Salvo and • other microcontrollers, please inquire.
Tel: 020 8669 0769 Email: pictrng@ftt.co.uk

www.sky-pcb.com
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• Digital I/O and pattern generation for a
wide range of logic levels.
• Storage of data to deep on-board RAM
or PC memory.
• Fully portable systems for many types of
card.

- ·••o· - - lead time • Fast worldwide delivery •
Flexible quantity • CHINA Factory
For more information or request a quote
today from our web site.

Telnet Ltd

www.dbtechnology.eo.uk/

www.telnet.uk.com

Anechoic chamber and open area test site.
• Compliance Tests
• Fixes included. FCC Listed.
• Flexible hourly booking available.
• Rapid, accurate pre-compliance tests.

Suppliers of quality second-user test
and measurement equipment at prices you
can afford. Manuals and accessories supplied. If you would like a quote,
please call. We also purchase your surplus
test equipment. Please call us for the best
offers.
TELNET
1 Stoney Court, Hotchkiss Way, Binley
Industrial Estate, CV3 2RL
Tel: 024 76650702 Fax: 024 76650773

Designer Systems
http://www.designersystems.co.uk
Professional product development services.
• Marine (Security, Tracking, Monitoring &
control)
• Automotive (AV, Tracking, Gadget,
Monitoring & control)
• Industrial (Safety systems, Monitoring
over Ethernet)
• Telecoms (PSTN handsets, GSM/GPRS)
• AudioVisual ((HD)DVD accessories & controllers)
Tel: +44 (0)1872 223306

Microchip
Technologies
http://www.microchip.com/
Microchip Technology Inc. is a leading
provider of microcontroller and analogue
semiconductors, providing low-risk product
development, lower total system cost and
faster time to market for thousands of
diverse customer applications worldwide.
Microchip designs, manufactures, and markets a variety of high pertormance components for high volume, cost-effective embed·
ded control solutions, including 8- and 16-bit
PIC® microcontrollers; dsPIC® digital signal

controllers; development kits; serial
EEPROMs, more than 350 mixed-signal analogue and inter1ace products; KEELOQ secure
data transmission products; and the
PowerSmart® family of smart battery management products. Microchip's product solutions feature compact size, integrated functionality, and ease of development.
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ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES CONTACT MATTHEW ON: 020 7933 8980
PCB DESIGN

ADVERTISING

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Parker and Cross pens all Individually
boxed Including prtndng or engnvlng

EMC ADVERTISING GIFTS
Phone • email for catalogues

t:el: 0845 345 I 064
sales@emcadgift:s.co.uk
FULL CATALOGUE ONLINE

www.emcadgifts.co.uk

ARTICLED WANTED

BATTERIES/CHARGERS

EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

TOP PRICES PAID
For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Limited
1Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP
TEL: 020 86.841166 FAX: 020 8684 3056

HARMONIC

SOFTWARE S)'STEMS

ANSMANN EtlERGY (UK) UMITED
Units 19/20. Maple Park. Emx Road.
Hoddesdon, Herts. ENil OEX. UK
Tel: +44 (0) 870 609 2.233
Fax: +44 (0)870 609 2234
Email: inlo@ansmann.co.uk
Web: www.ansmann.co.uk

EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
..... R~AI. TJ~IE SYSTEMS D E.SIGN, D EVf.!.OPI·I (f & TEST~ JG

v DlGJTI\L StGNAl PRocEsstr.G- T :~s320, SHARe;,
v Dt:vrc.; OfUvt:RS, BSPs, Lr!!AAIIU:.s, FtAM\'MRE

v

DsP56K

SAFI:TV CRrnCAL TO SIL3, MssRA· C:2004 1 POSIX, VxWort•<>
PC104 oR Cusro!-1 HARDWARE

v Vf•1E, cPCI,

Tel:
01293 817635
Web : www.harmonlcss.co.uk
Email: sa l e s@harmonlcss.co.uk

Premium qlmllly n t
a comper.irl ve prlco

COMPONENTS WANTED

Components wanted

PCB DESIGN

PCB MANUFACTURE

E.xcess/S.urplus.
www .·m ush~oam.co.u k
Digital Audio and

01234 363611

Computer Systems Ltd

will collect anywhere in Euroj!le
Instant Cash Settlement

High performance stereo
pro-interface PCB £58.75
For l!lformatlon on ~hoe and
otl'lef custom !l(odtJcts:
W.~lte - www.daca-audlo.com.
c5ck "OACS Cuftom'

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT & MANUFACTURE

Phone · ~«

(0)191 4.3 82600

FOR SALE
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PCB DESlGN & MANUFAC11JRE
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES CONTACT MATTHEW ON: 020 7933 8980
SERVICES

TRANSFORMER MANUFACTURE

• f'rotrltMs II a~ d ~be coSt
• Toolngl(lf}seil.tp irCRJdod

NEW

• t:dJstlr~ IPIIt1

•Arrt t:allol6

Our new East European production plant for
medium to high volume production is now fully
operational.
We are pleased to offer an end to end solution for
wire wound CtJmponents Via a UK based company
lll mr~;~ tl W ~ . w,.t Ll u r •-t
Wh~ IICIIII I.I Ovr ~1 . 11 1 12~ 'l;,lt,

02,

FOR SALE

'"' tl" Pari·

Tti: 01 202 87 . I 01 Fu: 01 20. 87 W 87

E·Mnfl: ~ I

Agllent/HP3561 A
Dynamic Signal Analyser
£1600.00 Inc. VAT

UI O IIl'a lic·\l lOOln~ct~\l k

W~b: \l \ n .mutornatic-lflodin~o.uk

SURPLUS COMPONENTS FOR SALE

Excellent working Order
Good Cosmetic Condition

new p~rts @surplu& prices

Operator & Service Manual
90 Day Warranty

www.surplectronics.com

Tel: +44(0)1454 315432
Email: sa/es@jelavender.fsnetco.uk
REMOTE MANAGEMENT

AWS Group Strengthens Management Team
~ S GlO..lp, a UK :;p=cBYstEl:d::!m:b

h.lrsiEs :h th: UK arrl en: :h Sb..elcE..

M arcilc.tJ.n±B Se:rv.i:es

Cuna1t¥ th: 9JO.lP tum:JI.er :6 aJO.JIXl. £40m .

EM S) plD'Jii=l:; has

anrxJ..ll103:i a:tl:l±ns to iB 9:'!'l:br-

'IhB enab:es th: 9JO.lP to Thest::h th: htESt

m an.:g:m ent lEan , destlrai to s..w:nt

m arcilc.tJ.n±B ll:rln:Jl:gEs, Jet SJ11.1Bll ail
Cl.lStr:m er-fxus .
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gn.,rth arrl :in plO.e th: seM::e th:
p3l1Y
dili.eis to iB Cl.lStr:m erl::ase . :n. th: llst feN
m mths, M :ke Faitcb..gh has jiD::rl as GlO..lp
SaEs M Cll'lCg!ran:iAdrim Kear:e has teen
awiDta:i GlO..lp F.harx::hl.D:ila:::to:t: M :ke
~has alo teen gieJ. a lxald :e.eJ.
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DE!Icl:pn ent.

Deehan s:ri:l.: 'W e are :i:II.estb3 :h reN
b..1s:res:es arrl :h ll:p lbe m an.:g:m ent We
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~ S GlO..lp has gn.,rn \.llrl:rth:

man.:g:menttEan .''
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IET & GSA • • • INTERNATIONAL

SEMICONDUCTOR
FORUM

ExCel London • London, England

Join the 5th annual lET and GSA International
Semiconductor Forum to be held on 14-1 5 May
2008 at ExCel London . With over 200 delegates
in 2007 , this is a defining event in the industry.
Ensure you mark this date in your diary.

The 2008 Forum promises a strong programme
including five keynotes and distinguished speakers
addressing

two

tracks

featuring

business ,

executive , technology and operation topics. An
exhibition will run parallel to the forum , showcasing
supplier and service partners highlighting the
latest technology developments .

www. ietgsasemiconductorforum. com

